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SBA and Forum Resolve Budget Problems
By Christopher Hedges
News Writer
The February 24th Student
Bar Association administrative
meeting was notable not only for
approving up to $6,550· for student organizations. but also for
the presence of a student constituent watching the semi-open
proceedings.
Budget voting is closed to students and is reported only after
the vote has been taken, according to bylaws to the SBA constitution. The SBA controls a budget of $45,000 in student funds,
according to Casey McCloskey.
SBA treasurer.
McCloskey said the meeting
was the first for the year that a
constituent was present.
The board passed motions to
allocate about $1,650 in funding
to the Forum, about $100 for the
International Legal Society for a ·
speaker, up to $540 for a Hispanic Law Assoc. moot court competition, about $1,000 for an American Trial Lawyers Assoc. student
trial advocacy competition, about
$945 to the Black Law Student
Assoc.' for Black History Month
activities, speakers and the Soul
Food Dinner, and up to $2,200 for
a SBA computer,

mon~tor

and

printer for the use of student organizations. Another $100 was
allocated to purchase awards for
the SBA racquetball tournament.
All of the funding was subject
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Widso1n of the Ages
"The philosophy of the
classroom in one generation will be the philosophy of government in
the next."
_.:PRESIDENT ABRAHAM
LINCOLN

them from advertising revenue.
The budget submitted by the
Forum amounts to about $440
less than expenses for last year,
according to Forum documents
submitted to the SBA. The student newspaper, using advertising
revenue, is covering 50 percent of
the cost of producing the paper,
said Thompson.
About $300 was removed
from the Forum's request to
upgrade its printer. The device's
memory was -too small to handle
the workload needed to publish
the paper, said Thompson. Printing more than 20 pages a day or
using large font sizes caused
problems with the printer, including delays in printing or freezeups. To unjam the printer costs
about $50.
McCloskey said the SBA did
not want to spend more money on
a printer that was not working
properly. The SBA wants the
Forum to purchase a new printer
to handle the printing needed to
publish the paper. A new printer
would cost around $500 according to Thompson.
A question was raised why the
fax machine in the SBA office
was not being used by the Forum
staff. The Forum fax machine
was purchased before the SBA's
machine was pu~chased, said
Thompson.
"The fax machine came out of
our own advertising revenue,"
SEE SBA, PAGE 10

Profess·o r Robert Blomquist demostrates his musical
talents at the Law Week talent show. See story and
more pictures on page 13.

· Seegers Honors Rainmakers Law Student Parking
By Robin King
Discussed at .SBA Meeting
competitive. Currently, marketNews Writer
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to conditions such as submitting
receipts to the SBA, according to
SBA documents.
Editor in Chief Mike Thompson testified about the Forum's
budget request that had been
denied earlier this year. The SBA
voted 11-0 with one member
absent to approve the Foru.m 's
budget of about $1 ,650 for this
semester, after asking non-SBA
members to leave the room and
closing the Brassfield Conference
Room door. They denied funding
of about $330 for a printer memory upgrade and toner cartridge.
The SBA also required the
Forum to not make any expenditures over $150 without permission of the executive board and
contingent upon an accounting of
all advertising revenues and
expenses each month, according
the SBA documents. The ·Forum .
generates about $400 in advertising revenues a _month, according
to SBA documents.
'We did run $417.92 over the
budget," said Mike Thompson,
Forum Editor-in-Chief. "This
was primarily due to a misunderstanding we had about a few
items we needed right away that
we would normally have waited
until second semester."
Catalog envelops and note
cards were needed costing about
$367, said Thompson. Thompson
went ahead and purchased the
items. He asked the SBA if it
would be possible to reimburse _

ing is considered essential to surviving in a legal practice.
The most recent Seegers LecCross believes th~t quality is
ture to take place at VU focused
the key to a sucessful career in
on the question of whether the law. In order to be a good
women can rise to positions of attorney, Cross suggests being
power in a traditional law firm.
"professionally competent" and
Currently, only about 6% of partstriving "to do first class work."
ners in firms are women. The
He believes the aura of presentalecture placed a great deal of tion is very important. It is also
emphasis on the concept of "rainnecessary to have "a positive,
strong and vivid identity. An
making," basically generating
attorney should also "be sensitive
clients for yourself and your fmn
through your owri initiative. This to the legal consumer's world and
is one way law firms have needs." It is beneficial to "have
remained competitive. Firms · faith, confidence, loyalty and
want to insure quality, while pride with the members of your
_ pleasing and attracting clients. firm." Cross stated that an
The program honored "First Part- attorny should "sell others as well
ners: women who broke the glass as [himself/herself] without reservation." "Lateral selling'' as
ceiling."
Cross
refers to it, is very imporGuest speaker at the lecture
tant
to
the firm's business, and to
was Leland Cross, a partner with
the Indianapolis law fmn of Ice, do this an attorney must feel
strongly about his or her peers.
Miller Donadio & Ryan. Mr.
Cross
advises choosing a firm
Cross is also a graduate of the
which
has values and expertise
University of Michigan School of
and
allows
you to establish
Law. Cross described basic periexpertise.
ods in the rainmaking era. The
The greatest obstacle women
legal profession foffilerly consisted of little or no rainmaking, and will have in rainmaking, feels
an attorney's primary goal was to Cross, is a lack of mentoring in
do quality legal work. Another large firms. To alleviate this,
era was referred to as "defensive Cross suggests that in choosing a
law firm, females should make
marketing" because it was in an
SEE )JAINMAKERS, PAGE 10 .
attorney's best interes! to remain

By Christopher Hedges
News Writer

near the law school. Angie
Mox, 3L representative said a
problem is the possibility of
cars becoming stuck in the
unpaved lots when the ground
is wet.

Parking on campus has gotten tighter with the reclamation
of a lot regularly used by law
students by neighboring fraternities.
"I've used all of the lots,
Kip Winters, Student Bar and when it is muddy, your car
Association president s.poke _ gets stuck," said Mox. "And
with Valparaiso University
today they weren't plowed. I
police officials in an effort to
parked in a foot of snow today
resolve the parking situation at
(on Feb. 24)."
the law school. Tickets have
been issued by the police
The gravel lots carinot be
department for students violatpaved under a city ordinance,
ing the parking zones.
said Winters.
The policy on campus parkWinters said Valparaiso
ing
enforcement is to warn vioUniversity Police Chief Ed
lators
first, then tow, said Jeff
Lloyd will bring up the issue at
Majerek,
2L representative.
the next parking board meeting.
Tickets
have
been written for
The chances for changing
the situation in favor of law student vehicles parked in the
students are not promising. faculty lot.
Majerek said he spoke to an
The lot adjacent to the law facofficer
in the parking lot one
ulty parking lot i~ owned by the
day about the parking restricfraternities neighboring it.
Legally, they have the· right to tions. "He said his orders are
tow cars parking in the lot, if not to writ~ tickets in that lot
they decide to do so, said Win- (the fraternity lot) unless the
ters at the SBA's February 24th fraternity calls to complain
meeting.
which at that point, they will
warn us a day in advance and
Another factor is the avail- say 'do not park here tomorability of parking in gravel lotS row.'"
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From Your SBA President
By Kip Winters
SBA President
One year ago I submitted my
name as a candidate for the position of President of the Student
Bar Association. It was common
knowledge that the SBA and its
officers were burdened with a
negative image and there was a
group of students who were committed to criticizing rather than
helping the student government.
The attraction of the position to
me was the opportunity to
improve a dysfunctional organization and attempt to change the
negative feelings of students
towards "their" school.

Three ulcers, two maybe three
handfuls of hair and a caffeine
addiction later, I prepare to leave
office. Those persons dedicated
to complaining still exist, but
despite their efforts the SBA is
pointed in the right direction. It
is so very difficult to gage the
wants of students until after the
fact. I have worked hard to communicate information to the student body. but please understand
that we did not have the benefit
of polls or continuous feedback apathy was our enemy. Still the
SBA discussed most every matter
thoroughly and acted with the
best interest of the law students
and the law school.

Are you the right person for
the SBA Administrative board?
These positions are for those persons willing to devote much of
the academic year to the pursuit
of fulfilling student and school
improvement, and I issue an invitation to these persons to run for
an SBA position. As any current
Administrative Board member
will confess, this is not an organization of resume fillers and those
with that goal will not succeed.
''What have you done for me
lately?" This is the syndrome
and pressure you will and should
feel as you represent the student
SEE SBA PREs., PAGE 8

Letter to the Editor

Forum is Living Up to Its Duties
During the last several years, I
have had the opportunity to
peruse the old volumes in The
Forum archives. Over the course
of 24 years, much has changed
about The Forum. Technological
advances in desktop publishing
have certainly enhanced the aesthetic appearance of the paper
itself. There is something else
different though. The Forum has
always taken issue with the law
school adrpinistration and faculty
when needed. It is only recently
however, that The Forum has
dared to raise issues of social and
political importance. issues that
affect everyone in the law school
community in one way or the
other.
Some people have been upset
with the direction that The Forum
has taken. They would prefer to
read only about the prevailing
politically correct orthodoxy.
Whereas The Forum is encouraging its readers to think critically
and to think for themselves, its
detractors wQuld rather be taken

care of by an elite class (which
they perhaps hope to be part of
one day) and not question authority or rock the boat
Little do they realize that the
purpose of journalism is to
invoke critical thought and to
inspire action. A newspaper is
m~e than just a purveyor of who
did what. when and where. Its
purpose is to investigate the why;
to make judgments and to take
stands on issues, regardless of the
popularity of such stands.
As I read the issues of The
Forum this year, I am pleased to
know that you and your staff are
living up to your journalistic
responsibilities. When the editorial board of The Forum unanimously selected you to be editorin-chief a year ago, there were
high expectations of you. During
this past year, you have not only
met those expectations, but have
far exceeded them. Never, in 24
years, has The Forum looked better. The lay -out is crisp and professional (AP style all the way),

the news is timely, and the editorials cogent and hard hitting.
You have done an amazing
job with the law school newspaper. But I am not surprised,
because you earned the right to
be editor-in-chief of The Forum.
Few people realize all the time
and effort that it takes to put
together an issue. Your yeoman
like work as an assistant editor
elevated you far above your
peers. Your competence, creativity, dedication and loyalty earned
you the title of editor-in-chief
solely on merit. (A concept liberals find difficult to fathom) I
congratulate you on a job well
done. You have persevered in
the face of adversity and have
achieved success in a brilliant
manner. Keep up the excellent
work in all of your endeavors,
and keep the faith.
Sincerely,
Daniel Buksa '93

From the Dean's Desk
By Edward M. Gaffney, Jr.
Dean
I was never trained in the new
math. But having helped three
daughters to cope with it as best
as I can, I thought I was getting
the hang of it until the latest issue
of the U.S. News and World
Report hit last week. I confess I
do not understand the point of a
mathematical formula that purports to say where we stand
among all the ABA-accredited
law schools of the country. The
methodology of this report is
deeply flawed, contains material
errors, and does not provide the
information that is ~ally useful
to students in helping them select
a law school.
Reputation is a tricky thing
that is not easily calculated. It is
not difficult to identify some of
the most heavily endowed elite
private schools.
Chicago,
Columbia, Cornell, Harvard,
New York, Pennsylvania, Stanford, Vanderbilt, and Yale come
readily to mind. Several states
have committed resources to law
schools at their leading campus;
for example, Berkeley, UCLA,
Michigan, and Texas and several
others should surely be added to

the list of heavily supported law
schools. 'But to try to calibrate all
176 of the ABA-accredited law
schools is silly and useless.
Note that I have simply
arranged these schools in alphabetical order, not attempting to
rank them according to some preconceived set of criteria. In part
that is because I acknowledge the
subjective nature of my personal
judgment. I know the deans at
about 100 law schools in this
country, but I would never presume to know enough about
these law schools to pass a truly
informed judgment about the
quality of legal education at their
schools. But that is precisely
what I was asked to do in the ballot that I received from the U.S.
News & World Report. If anyone
wants to know my vote, I put us
in the second quartile, which
turns out to be exactly where the
National Jurist study to be published next month puts us.
I esteem highly the other two
members of our faculty who got a
ballot from the U.S. News &
World Report, Dean Vandercoy
and Professor Levinson. Even
so, I don't think they know an
awful lot more about the other
175 ABA-accredited law schools

than I do, and I have already
admitted that I regard myself as
incapable of giving a fair qualitative evaluation of all of these
schools. There are particular
instances where one of my colleagues will know more than I do
about a particular institution,
either because they studied there
or because they taught there. For
example, even though I have
served for over ten years on the
editorial Board of the Journal of
Law & Religion published at
Hamline University School of
Law, I am sure that Dean Vandercoy knows a lot more about
this law school because he
recently served on the ABAAALS site evaluation team. This
duty entails the reading of a
detailed, lengthy self-study and
its accompanying documents, as
well as close-up careful inspection of the facility, including
extensive, probing conversations
with the faculty, students, staff,
and alumni of the school. Thus
although I know many of the faculty at UCLA, Chicago, Columbia, Cornell, and Yale, I am also
confident that Professor Lind
knows more about UCLA, ProSEE DEAN'S DESK, PAGE 8
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law degree can be effective are
too numerous to provide a comprehensi ve list, some general
areas are described.

By Gail Peshel
Director. Career Services

Jobs Where a J.D.
Is Preferred
Although the majority of law
students seek law-related jobs,
many law students do not plan to
practice law after graduation. On
a nationwide basis. each year
over 1300 law graduates accept
jobs in non-legal areas. By "nonlegal" positions, I am referring to
positions other than law practice
where knowledge of the law
would prove to be a valuable
asset on the job. A college major
or minor, work experience, and a
law degree can be an attractive
combination to many employers.
Legal skills such as spotting
issues, analyzing problems, conducting research, and persuading
others can be useful in almost
every job.
Students should consider nonlegal jobs only after they carefully analyze their interests and
skills and find that they really
wish to remain outside the traditional practice of law. However,
students should not rule out nonlegal positions before they investigate the fields of work they
think they might enjoy .
Although the areas in which a

Business. A legal education is an asset to any business. In
addition to in-house counsel positions, attorneys work in management, marketing, transportation.
personnel, and sales departments.
Legal publishing companies and
computer companies selling legal
research equipment hire law
gradua tes. Financial planning
companies seek persons with a
legal background to advise
c lients concerning estate planning , pension and employee benefit plans, and tax matters.
Banking. Most banks have
trust departments. Because this
work involves pension and profitsharing agreements, probate, personal trusts, and corporate trusts,
banks hire attorneys to fill trust
department positions. Commercial banks also employ lawyers to
work in areas of public finance,
tax -exempt securities, and international banking.
Insurance. In addition to
in-house legal departments, law
graduates provide financial planSEE C AREER SERVICES, PAGE 10
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Pilgrim In -An
Unholy Land
By Mike Thompson
Editor-in-Chief

In the Eye of the Storm
Patrick G. McCarthy
Eye of the Storm

On the first Sunday of spring
break, I finally got around to seeing Schindler's List. We saw it at
the matinee for $3.75 each, but
after seeing it once, I would pay
ten times that price to see it many
times over. The film was both
stunning and provocative, and
even those words cannot convey
the effect the film had on me.
There are aspects of the film
that could be discussed in any
theological, legal, historical, or
sociological classroom for several weeks, and I will not attempt
the same here. But I would like
to tie in what I saw to a recent
debate over the undergraduate,
student government's invitation
to Louis Farrakhan to speak on
this campus.
As recent, national, media
attention indicates, Mr. Farrakhan, and a top aid within Mr.
Farrakhan's Nation of Islam,
Khalid Muhammad, have been
linked to several, anti-Semetic
speeches and diatribes over the
past few years. Mr. Muhammad
made a particularly rousing,
hate-filled oration at Kean College in New Jersey last year,
mainly directed at Jews, but also
nailing Catholics, homosexuals,
women, and lastly, but not least,
the handicapped.
To counter any who would
say the speech ought not be condemned based only on media
sound-bites, I will be happy to
provide any student with a complete and unexpurgated copy of
Mr. Muhammad's speech, free of
charge. You be the judge after
reading it. Also available are
video tapes (not free but viewable on request) of a NightLine
show where· Mr. Farrakhan supposedly denounced the Khalid
Muhammad speech, but is then
recorded as "standing by the truth
of what was said." I can also
produce articles quoting Mr. Farrakhan 's own anti-Semitic
remarks.

Thanks to the concerted
efforts of the Jewish Law Student's Association, Fr. Doug
Meir of St. Theresa of Avila
Catholic Center, The Forum, The
Torch, as well as several concerned and outraged students, the
message was ·m ade loud and clear
to undergraduate Student Senate
President, Ravi Singh, Dean
Gaffney, and President Harre
himself, that Mr. Farrakhan's
presence would offend both a
large portion of sensible students
and faculty, but also several,
small enclaves of our community.

Apparently, after asking Mr.
Ravi Singh what the reaction had
been on campus, and having
received copies of various, unfavorable newspaper articles from
Mr. Singh, Mr. Farrakhan politely refused the invitation extended
to him. (Ironically, it was an
invitation facilitated by Mr.
Singh's association with Mr.
Farrakhan at last year's World
Conference on Religions in
Chicago.)
This writer has struggled with
forceful arguments of free
speech, of open debate, and over
legitimate expression of frustrations by the African American
community who, to some extent,
tum to the Nation of Islam for
guidance and direction while on
the road to social improvement
and economic security. But I
think there are greater issues to

consider;
Would Mr. Farrakhan' s speech have been countered by an equally forceful argu- ·
ment at the same time, on the
same podium? I think not.
Besides, Mr. Farrakhan's armed
entourage may have objected. Is
it censorship for a private institution to dis-invite any speaker it
wishes? No, it is only censorship
when the government actively or
passively suppresses a particular
expression. And would the current political disposition of the
university and its supplicant student body have also extended an
invitation to David Duke or an
Indiana Grand Dragon of the KuKlux Klan? What do you think?
Even if they did, I wonder if that
is the best response on an institution of higher education? After
all, we ought to be a little better
than an Opra Winfry or Geraldo
Rivera. And what about that new
Hate Speech Code everyone is
abuzz about? Clearly only the
narrow minded, P.C. advocate
could say that Mr. Farrakhan's
message is not anathema to this
same code we all must bow
under.
But there is an even greater
issue that confirms my ultimate
belief that Mr. Farrakhan ought
not be given. official invitations
to speak on a campus I pay to
support: It 'is his rhetoric, his
hate filled venom that echoes the
voices or pre-war Germany, a
Germany filled with seemingly
hopeless Germans who understandably turned to a ruffian thug
with the gift of gab, seducing
them into believing that it was
the Jews, der juden, who was the
cause of their plight. And when
enough organizations, when
enough institutions gave credence and recognition to the
Brown Shirts, they finally triumphed and took over those
same institutions which in turn
created the mechanisms called
Auschwitz, Trebllnka, and
Buchanwald. Mechanisms so
industriously and poignanly
recreated in Schindler's List,
under the skillful! eye of Steven
SEE STORM, PAGE
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could you use? Yes, Pierce had
been under a lot of stress lately.
In addition to taking a new job,
Should a lawyer con-· moving to a new city: and all of
duct himself ethically when he's
the pressures incumbent upon
on his own time? Suppose that
his occupation, Pierce's only
lawyer happens to hold an office
child was re-cently killed in a
of trust and honor in the governfreak train accident. His wife,
ment? A~ the Whitewatergate
Jane, who had never been a
story grows. many are reminded
paragon of mental stability, was
of the Watergate controversy,
pushed over the edge by the
and all the questions that were
untimely death of their child,
raised at that time about the conand ever since the accident, she
duct o awyers are once again
remained locked in her room,
being considered.
refusing to talk to anyone.
As far as charges of leaving
Let me tell you a little story
and let you draw your own conthe scene of the accident go,
Pierce claims that he didn't
clusions about this matter. The
mean to do that- it was just a
story takes place back in the
mistake. Not the best of defenssummer of '53, and it involves a
es, even in the days before the
prominent New Hampshire
Warren Court made criminal
attorney by the name of Pierce~
behavior socially acceptable.
Pierce had a lot going for him
Well, in actuality, it isn't
that year. He carne from a good
necessary to look into defenses
family, had lots of connections
for Pierce, because no charges
professionally and politically,
were ever brought against him,
had just started a new public serPierce used his influence to keep
vice job, moved to a new house,
himself out of trouble.
and was a rising star in the legal
Why weren't charges
and political realms.
brought against Pierce? Well, as
In spite of all of this, Pierce
I said, he came from a fairly
had one big problem: booze.
well-known family. In fact, his
Alcoholism wasn't all that well
father was a former governor of
studied back in the '50s, so it is
New Hampshire, and Pierce
difficult to say whether or not
himself was, indeed, a rapidly
Pierce was an alcoholic. He
rising star. Pierce got away with
probably was. but at the very
least ·t would be true that he had
what many people believe to be
a drinking problem.
attempted murder.
The fact of his drinking
The summer of '53 was a
number of years before our curproblem shouldn't come as a
surprise to anyone. After all,
rent set of Model ABA Rules.
lawyers and alcohol mix togethStill, there was considerable diser about as well as vampires and
cussion at that time from some
blood. Pierce was a successful
legal scholars about what effect
man, and few successful men Pierce's behavior had on the
become successful without already-tarnished image of the
enduring a great deal of stress. . legal profession.
Pierce's drinking was merely a
Yes, Pierce was lucky. No
way to unwind after a long day.
charges were filed against him.
At least, that's what his friends
He wasn't disbarred. He didn't
maintained.
receive too much adverse publicTo his credit, Pierce almost
ity. Everything turned out pretty
never drank before 6:00p.m. He
well, all things considered.
took his job seriously and tried
How did he get out of it?
not to let his drinking interfere
Well, perhaps you should know
with that
that the vehicle Pierce was driOn this fateful night during
ving that night was a one-horse
that eventful summer, Pierce
shay. The year was 1853. And
was out late, drinking at a
Pierce - Franklin Pierce - was
friend's house. As he was drithen serving as the fourteenth
ving home, he failed to see Mrs.
President of the United States.
Nathan Lewis, a senior citizen,
1853 -more than· a century
crossing a downtown street. In
before a young woman died
an instant it was over. Pierce
under the bridge at Chappaquidhad run over the elderly Mrs.
dick after a rising political star
Lewis, and in a panic he drove
who happened to be a lawyer got
away.
away with murder. He still
Suppose this were an exam
serves in the U.S. Senate, by the
question in Criminal Law. way.
Would you charge Pierce if you
When Pierce just about killed
were the prosecutor? Driving
Mrs. Lewis, our ·nation had yet
while under the influence, leavto hear of such things as Watering the scene of an accident,
gate, Whitewatergate, Trooperreckless driving - the list of posgate, Fornigate, etc. All of these
sible charges goes on and on.
events, just like "Drunkard-gate"
By some miracle Mrs. Lewis
involved lawyers who didn't see
survived, so we won't have to
the need to abide by a standard
look into the possibility of negliof ethics while on their own
gent homicide.
time.
Suppose you were defending
Things sure haven't changed
Mr. Pierce. What defenses
much in 141 years.
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Student Questions SBA's
Secret Voting Methods
On Thursday, February 24, I
attended the Student Bar Association's
Executive Board Meeting as the only
student who did not have business
before them. I have several concerns
that I would like to share with the law
school community about what I
.
observed at this meeting.
My first concern is that all the voting that took place during this "open"
meeting occurred in secret. At this
meeting, Mike Thompson, Editor of
The Forum, made his budget proposal
and answered several questions posed
by the SBA. After that, all persons
who were not members of the SBA
were asked to leave so that the SBA
could vote on The Forum's budget proposal. The SBA preceded to close the
door to the Brassfield Conference
Room and vote. I found this to be
quite disturbing and decided to leave
rather then wait for the SBA to decide
to let Chris Hedges (The Forum's SBA
reporter) and myself back in.
I believe it is wrong to close voting
on SBA issues without the SBA showing good cause to do so. I do not
understand why members of the SBA
feel it is necessary to vote in private
when Members of Congress, State
Legislator's, and local governmental
officials are not allowed to do so without showing good cause. They are
bound by Open Meetings Acts. I do
not know what the undergraduate
Student Senate does here, but the
school I attended, Western Michigan
University, does not allow its Student
Government to vote in private. You
must remember that the SBA ·has
approximately $45,000 of our student
fee money to spend per year. The
individual members of the SBA should
be held individually accountable for
how they spend our student fee
money, which we have no choice but
to pay, just as individual congressmen
are held accountable for how they
spend the tax money that we have no
choice but to pay.
This is not to say that I have a problem with how the SBA has allocated
money this year, just that I have a
problem with the procedure they followed for voting on those allocations.
I shared these concerns with some
members of the SBA and was told that
voting is held in secret this year
because last year the SBA was having
problems with people disrupting
meetings and preventing voting.
While I agree this could possibly be a
problem, the solution is not to close
voting at all meetings. Perhaps the

SRA could grant a certain amount of
'time for input from people who are
not members of the SBA and then
move to close discussion and call for a
vote. If a disruption occurs, the SBA
could vote to adjourn, and once the
disruption is resolved, reconvene and
continue.
Another representative told me
that they close voting because the SBA
speaks with one voice, not as individual members. Congress too speaks
with one voice, but they do so after
they have made individual, recorded
votes.
Lastly, I was told that the voting
occurs in se
because the SBA's constitution requires it. I have obtained a
copy of the constitution and it does
say that voting will be in private in a
by- law that was passed this year, but
the main body of the constitution says
that Administrative Board meetings
will be open to the student body. How
can an Administrative Board meeting
be truly open when voting occurs
behind closed doors?
So with three different reasons
given to me for closed voting by three
different people, what -is the real reason that the SBA votes in private?
Could it be to avoid controversy, so
individual members of the SBA cannot
be held responsible for their votes? If
members of the SBA do not want to be
held accountable for the way they
vote, perhaps they should not be in the
SBA. Accountability is important for
any elected official, even a member of
Valparaiso Student Bar Association.
There is an old saying: "If you can't
take the heat, get out of the kitchen".
Lastly, I want to express my concern that no other students attended
the SBA's meeting. Remember, the
SBA not only controls budgets, they
also have a voice in making policies
that effect us through our faculty representatives. Although we are effectively cut out of contributing to university wide policies (that is a letter for
another day), we do have a voice in
formulating policies at the law school,
and we should all have an interest in
that.
So in closing, I want to encourage
the SBA to reform its closed voting
procedure, to make the SBA more
accessible to its constituents, and
encourage more students to find out
what is happening in the law school
by attending SBA meetings.
Tom Betker

u.s.
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Should Intervene
Bosnia, Part II

I will be the first to say that we
need to be cautious in approaching
Bosnia. In light of the recent blatant
attacks on civilians in a marketplace
in Sarejevo, it is now being strongly
encouraged that air strikes be
launched against the Serbs. This is a
mistake, for one its fighting a limited
war. It is estimated that the jets
would only be able to hit 20% of the
Serbian positions. Plus once our jets
start shooting, the Serbs will shoot
back. Fightey jets rely on speed, not
armor. A simple bullet can bring one
down. Second, the UN troops on the
ground would be highly vulnerable
. to attack. Third, air strikes alone cannot win the war. In China during
WWII Claire Chenault of the Flying
Tigers promised Chaing Kai-shek
that he would bomb the Japanese
into oblivion. Chenault tried but
failed.
Instead the Japanese
increased their attacks and captured
the airfields.. Or even more rememberable for most of us was the war
with Iraq, Prior to the ground attack
the US dropped more bombs on Iraq
than we did on Germany during
WWII. The Iraqi's did not surrender
because of it.
It would be even more foolhardy
to launch a full scale attack in Bosnia.
During both world wars it was
Churchill's idea to attack through the
Yugoslavia region of Europe. It was
as he called it "the soft underbelly of
Europe." If the Allied troops would
have gone that route, they would not
have found it soft. The terrain is
hilly, very similar to that of Italy.
During World War II the Allied
troops did attack Italy and found it
very treacherous. They moved slowly and the result was many casualties. The Allies only got about half
way up Italy before Germany finally
fell and the war ended. The same
would be true if we tried to fight a
ground war in Bosnia.
It is reported that the Serbs are
considering accepting a UN peace
plan. If they do so it would be only
because they are tired after years of
fighting and because world opinion
is almost totally against them.
Lurking in the shadows is the
specter of WWI reoccurring.
Vladimir Zhirinovsky, the radical
and nationalistic Russian legislator,
recently visited Serbia and promised
them Russian support. Most people
fail to realize that the area there is

very volatile. It becomes increasingly
important therefore to settle the dispute quickly.
The problem with the previous
peace talks was that the Muslims
refused to agree to boarders that
would leave them in isolated pocketS.
If any future fighting broke out they
would be quickly annihilated. The
Muslims have lost much of their territory, but they would like it back or
at least parts to keep them effective.
They use the continuing war as a bargaining chip. Like the rebels in the
American Revolutionary War, the Muslims have the effect of slowly
wearing down the Serbs. But as the
war continues the Serbs are increasing their efforts to win. So the attack
on civilians increases, and so does
international outrage. The Serbs may
fear UN air strikes, but they would
probably be quick to find them an
inconvenience rather than a major
deterrence. Perhaps the combination
of international outrage, air strikes,
and longevity of the war would bring
the Serbs to make concessions. Most
likely not.
If peace negotiations fail, all the
air strikes we can muster will not
stop the fighting. The Muslims will
continue to slowly retreat. But analyst report that after two years of
fighting the Muslims have become an
organized army. Arming the Muslims, or threatening to arm them,
would definitely add to the threat of
prQlonging the war and would probably be a better incentive to bring the
Serbs to give concessions. Now that
the ethnic groups hate each other so
much, they cannot go back to the previous ways. Each side needs to give
concessions. As long as the balance
totally favors the Serbs the fighting
will continue until the Muslims are
eliminated.
DaleStache

Wisdom of the Ages
"Like one who seizes a dog
by the ears
is a passer-by who meddles
in a quarrel not his
own."
--Proverbs 26:17
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The Pursuit of Happiness
By Frederick Techlin
Executive Editor

Abortion is an Issue
of Religious Faith
The pro-choice movement
says that women should be allowed
to destroy their fetuses. This means
that mothers may either kill their children, or that fetuses are not persons.
An assertion that fetuses are
not people is made by faith, however,
because it is a physical fact that fetuses are individual-living-human-bodies. Modem technology makes their
human characteristics plainly visible.
No one can prove that she is
a person beyond the fact that she has
a body. This is because there is nothing beyond the body that can be measured. A credo that denies the person-hood of any living body must
define person by the presence of a
spirit or some other invisible quality.
The reason that this philosophy must
base the definition of person-hood on
an invisible quality is because it has
chosen to deny its benefits arbitrarily.
There just is no scientific reason to
say that only some animated bodie~
have a spirit while others do not. It is
simply a matter of blind faith.
Many religions think,
through faith, that women are subhuman and not real persons. Christians know, by faith, that all men
have a spirit, that all men are persons,
and that all men need and can have
complete forgiveness with repentance. So also, the Feminist religion
says, only by faith, that the human
within is not a person.
Another "feminist" philosophy may recognize the person-hood
of fetuses, but still maintain that they

Qfbtct:
"We need not resolve the difficult question of when life begins,n but if life begins at conception, we
have decided that "the word 'person,' as used in the Fourteenth Amendment, does not include the unbom.n
-Harry Blackmun,Roe v Wade. 410 U.S. 158, 159.

should be killed if they are not wanted. This is also pure dogma, however, because there is no evidence that
the world is a better place, either
physically, morally, or spiritually, by
any attempt to kill "unwanted" people. It has never worked in the past,
it isn't working now, and it will never
work.
The personal hubris of such a
faith is incredible. For anyone to
think that they are morally qualified
to intentionally kill another innocent
human being is the ultimate in self~orshiping idolatry.

This killing is based on the
presumption that individual peoplecan act competently in the place of·
God, making decisions of life or death
based on their own· intelligence and
experience. It is a faith in man and
his limited ability to morally decide
which innocent people should live
and which innocent people should
die. It is an evil concept; and it is
murder.
Judge for yourself: Did God
grant an irrevocable right of life to all
people? Or is life just a privilege of
the strong?

In the Beginning
by Shannon DeLaMar
Contributor
A clear understanding of the biological facts of conception and fetal
development are essential to an
appreciation of the issues involved in
reproductive choice.
When the first sperm penetrates
the ovum, the cell reacts in a split
second and initiates a mechanism
that prevents other sperm from penetrating. I The 23 chromosomes of the
sperm unite with the 23 chromosomes of the ovum and form a 46
chromosome cell. At this point, a
single unique cell exists. This cell is
now either male or female.2 This cell
is genetically complete. If allowed to
·proceed through gestational period
to birth and independent life, no
gene!_ic material will be added from
this time until the time that the being
dies an old man or woman.3 While
this cell is dependent upon his or her
mother for shelter and food, in all
other respects, it is programmed
from within. From this point, it will
grow, develop and replace its own
dying cells.4
Approxima·t ely 30 hours after
insemination, the first cell division
occurs.5 The fetus implants itself in
the uterus at approximately one
week and receives nourishment and

•

•

You must not worship the Lord
your God in their way, because in worshiping their gods, they do all kinds of
detestable things the Lord hates. They
even burn their sons and daughters in the
fire as sacrifices to their gods.
-Deuteronomy 12:31
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oxygen through its umbilical cord in fourth month of gestation.11 All
the uterus from this point until birth. body systems are operative by 11
The heart begins to beat at 18 days. weeks. At 4-1/2 months, a bright
By 21 days, the heart pumps blood light shone on a woman's abdomen
through a closed circulatory system. will cause the baby to shield itso eyes;
The blood is a different type from loud music will cause the baby to
that of the mother.
cover its ears.12 . At 11 weeks, the
When sufficient cells are present, face and all parts of the upper and
organ formation, body structure and lower extremities are sensitive to
function begins. Brain waves, mea- touch. The pain mechanism is presurable by EEG, are present in the sent as early as 45 days.13
The fetus continues to grow and
fetus at six weeks after conception.6
The entire brain structure is present develop during the last trimester
at 8.3 weeks.7 The developing fetus until he or she is born. Birth is the
is capable of independent movement emergence of the baby from the
during the sixth to seventh week.8 woman's body, and the beginning of
Pregnant _w omen don't feel move- the child's physically independent
ment until four or five months, how- exister:tce.
ever, because the inside of the uterus
has no feeling. The fetus must weigh 1 ·Jones and Schraeder, "The Process of
a pound before it is strong enough to Human Fertilization," Fertility and Sterility,
brace a shoulder against one wall vol. 48, no.2, Aug. 1987, p. 191.
and kick hard enough against the 2 A.W. Liley, The Tiniest Humans, CA: Sasopposite wall to dent it outward. sone Press, p. 14.Then the mother feels the movement
because the outside of the uterus is 43 /d.
/d.
covered by a sensitive peritoneal sur5 J.M. Tanner, G.R. Taylor, and the Editors
face.
· All body systems are present at 8 of Time-Life Books, Growth, New York:
Life Science Library 1965, p. 64.
weeks. The baby breathes fluid by 11
to 12 weeks (3 months) and contin- 6 J. Goldenring, "Development of the Fetal
ues to do so until birth.9 Fingernails Brain," New England Journal of Medicine.,
· Aug.26, 1982,p.564.
are present at 11 to 12 weeks; eyelashes by 16 weeks. 10 Fingerprints 7 Dr. Thomas W. Hilgers, testimony in State
are completely established by the v. Zach, Dist Court Journal No. 2741, Mon

8 A. Hellgers, M.D., "Fetal Development,
31," Theological Studies, vol. 3, no. 7, 1970,
p. 26.
9 "Life Before Birth." Life Magazine, Apr.
30, 1965, p. 13.
10 Hamilton et al., Human Embryology, 4th
Ed., 1972, p. 567.
11 Iii.
12 T. Verney & Kelly, The Secret Life of the
Unborn Child, Delta Books, 1981, p. 49.

13 S. Reinis & Goldman, The Development
of the Brain.
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Andrew Szocka, a 2L at Valparaiso University School of
Law. father of one, and part time
restaurant inspector, is $2,500
richer after winning the 1993
ALR (American Law Reports)
research contest.
The contest was jointly sponsored by Lawyers Cooperative
Publishing, provider of Aldrin
print and on Law Desk CD-ROM,
and Mead Data Central, provider
of ALR on the LEXIS service, in
cooperation with law librarians at
169 law schools nationwide.
Law students were invited to test
their working knowledge of ALR
by answering ten questions pertaining to a sample research
problem.
More than 440 students participated in the contest. Each
received a free computer diskette
carrying case for entering.
Andrew Szocka •s name was randomly drawn from the correctly
completed entries.
"When I heard about the contest," Andrew said, "I was
intrigued by the challenge. I
wanted to see if I could get it
right." After researching the contest questions in ALR, Andrew
was "impressed at how easy it
was to find the answers. I could
see using it in practice as an

affordable way to find case law."
Andrew holds a BS in Environmental Health from Indiana
State University and a Masters of
Public Health from Johns Hopkins. Now in his second year at
VUSL, Andrew is president of
the Health Law Association.
"Eventually, rd like to work in a
private finn in the Chicago area,"
said Andrew. "General practice,
with a concentration on health
law.''
Andrew and his wife (who
works full time as a nurse several
hours from Valparaiso), look forwar~ to that day. Right now,
they live at their respective parents' homes during the week and
spend only weekends together
with their three-month old daugh- ·
ter Andrew works part time as a
restaurant inspector to make ends
meet. ·"As you can imagine," he
said, "this $2,500 award will be a
very big help toward my tuition."
The ALR 3d, 4th, and 5th
series are available from Lawyers
Cooperative Publishing in print
and on LawDesk CD-ROM, and
online on the LEXIS service.
Each article in the series collects,
analyzes, and summarizes all the
case law on a given legal issue.
Find an article on your point, and
you have all the relevant case law

By Beth Henmng Guria
Director of Alumni Affarrs

A representative of ALR presents Andrew Szocka
with his award, as VUSL LEXIS representative Holly
Winklejohn looks on.
and analysis at your fingertips, as
well as references to pertinent
primary and secondary sources.
ALR is part of the fully integrated legal information system
from Lawyers Cooperative Publishing, which includes United
States Code Service, the Code of
Federal Regulations, and New

York J ur 2d on Law Desk CDROM; primary law for 12 states
on CD-ROM; plus hundreds of
other state and federal research
and practice sources in print and
on disk. For more information,
call Lawyers Cooper~tive Publishing at (800) 828-6373.

Americans Need Basic Health Care Now
By Hope Masibay
Guest Columnist
Victor Hugo wrote, "An army of soldiers
can be resisted but not an idea whose time has
come." The time for REAL health care reform
in America has come. Pollster after pollster
will tell you the same as may friends, family
or a classmate. For those who still disagree,
their reasoning may lie in a refusal to see the
health care crisis in America and choose
instead to believe the myths about the uninsured. Unfortunately children are part of the
heart of this crisis. Even though health insurance is crucial to obtaining health services,
one in eight U.S. children (8.3 million) had no
health insurance from any source throughout
1992. In fact, between 1987 and 1989 almost
one in three children, more than 20 million
lacked health insurance for all or part of the
28 months that the children were studied by
· the Bureau of Census. Among the uninsured
children in 1992, nearly two-thirds were not
poor, more than three-quarters were White,
and nearly seven of ten were from married
couple families. Thus contrary to much conventional wisdom, children without health
insurance are not mainly poor, minority, children from unemployed, single-parent families:
In fact, if one could identify a "typical" uninsured child, he or she would be White,
between the ages of six and seventeen, and
living with married parents in a worlcing family with a moderate but above poverty income.
Employment-based insurance has been the
source of most children's private health insurance coverage for many years. While only
about seven of ten children now have any private insurance, more than 85 percent of children who do have private insurance get that
insurance through an employment-related
source. Unfortunately, employment-based
coverage has been eroding steadily for at least
15 years. Three-quarters of a million fewer
children now are covered by employmentbased insurance than in 1987, even though the
population of children has increased by more
than 3.5 million. Ch~ldren's employment-

related insurance has declined from 64.1 percent in 1987 to 59.6 percent in 1992.
The decrease in employment-related insurance is not due to changes in the working status of family members. Despite the recession,
the percentage of children living in families
with at least one working member has barely
changed from 1987 to 1992, and the percentage with at least one full-time, year-round
working family member has also barely
changed from 1987 to 1992 also according to
the Bureau of Census. The collapse of employment-based insurance coverage has been a
phenomenon that crosses lines of race, income
and family structure. Children in working
families are less likely to have employmentrelated insurance than the workers themselves.
This is not surprising, in the absence of laws
prqtecting children, employers are more likely
to cover onl~ their workers and exclude
dependents.
Medicaid was growing both to cover previously uninsured children and to fill in the
gap left by the decline in private insurance,
particulatly for those people who work at lowwage jobs with minimal if any benefits. Yet
even with these expansions, the Kaiser Commission on the Future of Medicaid estimates
that only about 14.8 percent of Medicaid costs
in recent years is due to the expansion in coverage for families and for pregnant women
and children, while costs soared for the elderly
·
and disabled.
Because Medicaid has grown while private
insurance has declined, we have a false sense
of stability in the number of uninsured children in the years between 1987 to 1992. Given
budget problems and other constraints on public program expansion, an increase in number
of children with Medicaid coverage is unlikely
to continue, and fewer and fewer children are
likely to be insured unless the broader health
system is reformed. Medicaid is also designed
to provide coverage to very low income children, a different population covered by
employment-related insurance.
The decline in employment-related insurance over the last five years is both a continu-

ation of a trend and a harbinger of increaSed
problems awaiting the nation unless sweeping
health reform occurs. We cannot expect the
number of children insured to start rising nor
the health of our children to improve in a significant and cost-effective way unless we take
action guaranteeing insurance to all children.
Unless there is real change in our health insurance system, the rates of private coverage will
continue to drop, leading to both increased
public expenditures, increased numbers of
uninsured, and increased dangers to our children's health and the nation's future.
Children, already at higher risk of lacking
employment-based coverage, will be hardest
hit by this continuing trend. The greater number of uninsured children, the greater the cost
to our society both in human and financial
terms. Earlier preventative care and access to
medical care in general produces a healthier
child and therefore a healthier adult. An
investment in the good health of our children
is an investment in a healthier future citizenry.
· Children's medical care is one of the best
investments we can make. In general, children's medical expenses, both overall and
through programs like Medicaid, come to less
than half of those for adults. These costs can
be further reduced by an emphasis on preventative care:76 percent of the costs of care for
children aged 0-2, or roughly $13 billion, are
for inpatient hospital care, mainly for sick
newborns. Good accessible prenatal care
could reduce these costs significantly.
Health problems that children develop can
last a full lifetime. When a child develops a
chronic illness because of delayed or absent
care, the child and the society will carry that
burden for decades. We ~an no longer afford .
this neglect of our children: almost one in four
babies born in 1991 had a mother who did not
receive early prenatal care, almost nine babies
out of every thousand babies born never make
it to their first birthdays, an infant mortality
rate worse than less-developed nations like
South Korea and Singapore(the U.S. is ranked
22nd in the world) and over half of America's
SEE HEALTH CARE, PAGE
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The Valparaiso University
School of law Environmental
Racism Proje.ct will sponsor a
forum on environmental racism.
The program, open to the public,
will be held on Tuesday, March
29, 1994 at 5:30p.m. at the Conference Center in the Library
Building at Indiana University
Northwest on 35th Avenue in
Gary, Indiana.
Entitled "Open Community
Forum on Environmental
Racism: Why There Are More
Polluters in Minority Communities and What You Can Do About
It," the forum will be aimed at
providing community activists
information on environmental
racism and offering strategies for
dealing local environmental problems.
The symposium will feature
three prominent individuals in the
environmental justice movement.
Luke Cole, an attorney for the
Center on Race, Poverty and the
Environment at the California
Rural Legal Assistance Foundation in San Francisco, is wellknown for his grassroots organizing techniques which successfully stopped the development of a
toxic waste incinerator in Kettleman City, California, a largely
Latino community. Keith Harley
is an environmental poverty
lawyer for the Chicago Legal
Clinic located on the southeast
side of Chicago. Hazel Johnson
is known as the mother of the
African-American environmental
movement. A nationally-known
environmental activist, Ms. Johnson is the founder and executive
director of People for Community Recovery, a minority organization that focuses on environmental issues in low-income communities. In 1992 Ms. Johnson was
the recipient of the President's
Environment and Conservation
Challenge Award. She also was
a delegate at the Earth Summit in
Rio de Janeiro, Brazil in 1992.
The Environmental Racism
Project was founded by Valparaiso University Law students
in 1992 to address issues of environmental justice. It is funded in
part by a grant awarded from the
American Bar Association Section of Natural Resources, Energy, and Environmental Law, and
a grant awarded from Valparaiso
University.

"Welfare's purpose
should be, as far as
possible, to eliminate the need for its
own existence."
-PRESIDENT
RONALD REAGAN
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He's a Victim, She's a Victim,
Wouldn't You Like To Be a Victim Too?
By Troy D. Clayton
Contributor

Crying About
Whitewatergate

l DON'T 11\\NK.
N\OST ?t.OPL~ E'J~
CARE; MOOT RUNYJt5
L\~ TH\S AN'l~
00 't'OJ, K\lL~?'"

I was wa_tching the news
on channel 24 and was in shock
when I saw a poll that showed 78
percent of the people surveyed do
not care about Whitewatergate.
Further, the poll revealed that the
majority of the people surveyed
believe that the Republicans are
trying to use the scandal for partisan gains. If this poll truly
reflects the opinion of the American population, we should all be
ashamed.
We should be ashamed
because the true fact of the matter
is that the Whitewater affair is
being used only by the Democrats for political gains, and the
majority of Americans are too claim made by the Democrats. In
stupid to see their agenda. You reality, the Republicans have so
may doubt my premise, but it is much to attack in the Clintons"
easily proven. The Democrats' policies that they have a hard
over-arching philosophy for pro- time determining where to begin.
tecting President Clinton is to They can attack the Clintons' on
claim victimization. They assert -the now-again staggering econothree reasons for the Clintons' my, health-care reform, foreign
victimization: Jealousy of policy in Bosnia, Somalia, China,
Hillary's power, lack by the North Korea and Japan, and
Republicans of any other way to social policies related to gun conattack the Bill and Hillary, and trol, condoms in schools, welfare
the only way the Republicans can reform and crime. The real reamake political gains for their son the Republicans are making
party. A look at each of these an issue out of Whitewatergate is
claims individually will prove my because they are obligated to do
so under Article I of the United
original point.
· The Clintons' and States Constitution. This is not
Democrats like Representative about trying to destroy the ClinPat Schroeder from Colorado and tons' personally, it's about fulfllling their obligations to the AmerSenator John D. Rockefeller IV
from West Virginia, claim that ican people. The Congress has a
the Republicans are jealous of the
deserved power that Hillary Clinton has within the federal government, so they are trying to
destroy her. In reality, the by Ed Hearn
Republicans are not jealous of Contributor
Hillary because there is nothing
On February 22, 1994,
to be jealous of. Why be jealous
of a woman who has done. noth- Justice
Harry
Blackmun
ing but ride the coattails of a announced that the death penalty
man? She has never been elected had become unconstitutional.
to a political office, and has Citing his own "moral and intelnever done anything in the politi- lectual obligations," the high
cal realm that can be considered a Court's most senior justice stated
that the Court's previous death
success.
The attacks on Hillary
penalty decisions, Furman
by the Republicans have had
nothing to do with jealousy only the policies of the Clinton
administration. The Republicans
have attacked her health-care
reform package and shown it for
what it really is: a socialistic policy that will put In of our economy in the hands of the federal
government. If attacking the
Clintons" health-care policy is
jealousy, what do we call the
Democrats'
attacks
on
Reaganomics? I challenge any' one out there to show me where
the Republicans have attacked
Hillary personally.
·
· The second claim of victimization by the Democrats
relies on the premise that the
Republicans can't attack the
Clintons" policies, so they are
trying to destroy them personally.
This somewhat overlaps the first

duty to investigate any possible
wrongdoing by the Executive
branch.
The last claim of victimization by the Democrats, and the
Clintons', relies on the premise
that the Republicans are trying to
make political gains by destroying the Clintons'. As stated earlier, this is not a political issue, but
an issue of accountability to the
American people. If this is a
political issue, then what the hell
was Iran-Contra? What was the
investigation (that happened
almost 10 years after the fact and
dealt with acts that may have
happened before Reagan and
Bush took office) into the
alleged, and uncorroborated,
October meetings of George
Bush with the Iranians to post-

pone the release of American
hostages until after the 1980
presidential election? Further,
I'll bet that if George Bush was
still in office and the same allegations were made about him and
Barbara, the Democrats would be
leading the charge for Congressional hearings on the matter.
As I have shown, the
Republicans are not trying to
make political gains. On the
other hand, the Democrats have
effectively made political gains
by convincing you suckers that
the_ Clintons' are being victimized
in some way. The Democrats
have effectively made people feel
sorry for Bill and Hillary, and by
doing so, have increased their
flock and power. If one person
believes the rhetoric being

spewed by the Democrats, and as
a result, that person alienates
themselves from the Republican
party, the Democrats have made
an intentional political- gain.
Increasing the fold has always
been the Democrats intention
here. They have truly seized the
moment to increase their influence by evoking sympathy in the
American people for the Cliotons'.
Let me say in closing
that Whitewatergate would not be
an issue right now if the Clintons'
would have come clean from the
beginning. They, themselves,
have made their problems worse
by withholding information.
Lastly, to all the idiots out there
who think Whitewatergate
doesn't matter: I don't want to
hear anyone question Oliver
North on Iran-Contra as he runs
for the United States Senate; I
don't want to hear anyone question Louis Farrakhan on any of
his past statements when he
attempts to speak at Valparaiso
University; I don't want to hear
anyone question David Duke
about his involvement in the
KKK when he runs for political
office in Louisiana; and I don't
want to here anyone question
Lyndon LaRouche about his
criminal record when he runs for
president in 1996 -because to do
so would be a victimization of
these men in the same way the
Clintons' supposedly have been.
Oh yes, character does matter!
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IS THE CONSTITUTION UNCONSTITUTIONAL?
(requiring consistency in administering the death penalty) and
Lockett (requiring individualized
sentencing in the death penalty
area) were irreconcilable. Blackmon explained that since the
death penalty can not be administered under the present system
and meet these two constitutional
requirements, then "it may not be
administered at all." Blackmon
also cited a fairly recent study
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that indicates that the st~te of
Georgia is nearly 22 times more
likely to put a black person to
death if the victim is white than if
the victim is black. The learned
justice then proclaimed, "[f]rom
this day forward, l no longer
shall tinker with the machinery of
death."
Sometimes I wonder if
there is even a copy of the constitution on top of Capitol Hill. It is
astonishing that a judge can be so
arrogant as to exclaim that something which is permitted by the
constitution, on its face, is unconstitutional. The Fifth Amendment clearly allows a deprivation
of life with due process of law
and mandates that for all "capital" crimes there must be a grand
jury indictment. There is no
doubt but that the constitution
permits the states to use the death
penalty. As Justice Scalia correctly notes, it is the "judiciallyannounced" opinions interpreting
the constitution which cause the
use of the death periAlty to appear
unconstitutional that must be discarded not the death penalty
itself.
It seems Justice Blackmun has forgotten that, as a
Supreme Court Justice, it is his
job to uphold the constitution-

not judicial decisions which use
circular reasoning to prohibit
what the former document clearly
allows. This is like declaring that
the First Amendment's religion
clauses are unconstitutional
because they fail the Lemon test
(their purpose is purely religious,
it advances religion, and it creates government entanglement by
requiring so maQy Supreme
Court cases in the area).
If Justice Blackmun, or
anyone else for that matter, feels
that the administration of the
death penalty is fraught with
arbitrariness, caprice, and racism,
then he ought to write to his state
or federal representatives and ask
them to establish procedures and
rules to administer the death
pen~ty without these undesirable
consequences. He, should not
however use these deeply held
convictions ad an excuse for
changing the clear meaning of
the constitution. As well, just
because a Supreme Court Justice
says something is unconstitutional does not make it so. ~e.g ..
Dre<l Scott v. Sanford.
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From Your SBA President
SBA PREs.,'FRoM PAGE 2
population. There is a duty to
infonn students and seek out their
opinions on issues. Of course,
there will be those individuals
who will continually seek you
out and thoroughly voice their
opinions on any and most subjects. Sure they will be a grind
on your political and personal
buzz, but these individuals are
students who you represent
The SBA will enable you to
further develop your leadership
skills. Many responsibilities are
thrust upon each Board position
and it is essential that your attention is given to each project.
Many time committing matters
will be requested and demanded
from you. The time to say "no"
to this kind of accountability is
before you hand your petition
into the election committee. The
reward of growth will be well
worth the headaches you receive
during the year.
Each week, well maybe
monthly, I ask myself what can
we do to improve the SBA and
student life. Sometimes these
goals were temporarily put off
due to the disturbance of issues
demanding out attention elsewhere. Sometimes individuals of
the Administrative Board decided
to do something their way, and
the other members were left to
pay for their action. It is a group
effort and those who cannot work
as a team will fail in their position.
Before I clear my desk and
close my flies, it is essential that
each student realize that the
1993-94 Student Bar Association
Administrative Board was devoted to the student body. The Vice
President, Christine Drager,
brought us our most successful
Law Week and she was entrusted
with Presidential duties that
could not receive my proper
attention. The Secretary, Daryl
Witherspoon, was highly instrumental in bringing the SBA
office's technological abilities up
to date and ensuring improved
communications with the student
body. The Treasurer, Casey
McCloskey, was able to do his
job and issue checks even if it
went against his own opinions.
The Third Year Representatives,
Cindy Calabrese, Angie Mox,
Adam Stern and George
Straschnov, kept focused the
entire year and contributed their
experience to the Board. The
Second Year Representatives,
Julie Dorn, Heather Draves,
Tracy Helmer and Jeff Majerek,
expanded their leadership abilities and efficiently carried out
many activities. The First Year

Representatives, Liz Ellis, Renee
George, Lora Grandrath and Dan
Hagen, continually brought new
and innovative issues to the
Board and competently fulfilled
their duties. The ABA Representative, Chris Koenig, was the
most active ABA representative
we have had, and he implemented new programs to better the
law school community. The
Admissions and Student Recruitment Committee Student Chairperson, Deven Klein, devoted
much of his time throughout the
year to deciding who may be the
future students of VUSL. Lauren
Jaworowski, Commencement
Planning Committee Chairperson, is ensuring that the Class of
1994 enjoys their graduation.
The Curriculum Committee Student Chairperson, Kevin Sprecher, has been instrumental in help-'
ing to reshape the tired curriculum at VUSL. The-Law School
Library Directors received may
issues pertaining to the library
and we can all thank Mitch
Edlund, Library Committee Student Chairperson for this hard
work. Deb Williams worked
closely with the Placement Committee. Bruce Tepikian worked
all year hearing from those students wanting to return to VUSL
as the Student Chairperson of the
Readmissions and Petitions Committee. Despite what you may
hear- the 1993-94 Student Bar
Association was very successful.
In a very short time, I will
leave office. I will miss the
responsibilities, the interactions,
the people and the challenge.
However, I will now enjoy my
time in school knowing that I will
no longer have to listen to the
constant complaints of certain
individuals. However, those
remarks challenged me to find
compassion and patience for all
walks of life, and the perpetual
eye over my shoulder taught me
to be open and proud of the decisions I make and the actions I
take. My appreciation goes to the
administration for their frankness
and. guidance on issues foreign to
the SBA. Thank you to those
individuals who recognized the
efforts of the SBA and. who supparted the Administrative Board
members. your praise and support
were often the factor that kept us
going throughout the adversity. I
want to tl)ank everyone who
voted for me (especially Adam
Karp and Deven Klein) for allowing me the opportunity to serve
as President. But most of all I
thank you Patrick G. McCarthy
for teaching me tolerance. My
prayers go out for you.

"I shall never shave, ·for the same reason
that I started a beard and for the reason my
father started his. I remember standing at
his side, when I was five, while he was
.
shaving for the last time. 'Father,' I asked,
'Why do you shave?' He stood there for a
full minute and finally looked down at me.
'Why the hell do I?' he said."

-

- GEORGE BERNARD SHAW

Eye of
the Storm
Sro~, FRoM PAGE

3

Spielberg, that even this rightwinger was moved to tears.
So I say yes to open debate,
to unpopular political ideas, to
politically incorrect revelations
which make the comfortably
progressive most uncomfortable, but I resoundingly say no
to mal hate speech. I look not
just to the speech that incites
one to strike another, but the
kind of speech that makes it
easier for a culture, eventually,
to put a bullet through another's
head, to send a child scurrying
to hide in a shit-filled toilet, to
send a group of crew-cutted,
naked women into a gas chamber, to put any group back into
the bonds of forced slavery, or
to sanction the ripping of young
children from their mothers.
I condemn that which makes it
seemingly correct for a systemic, methodical and callous
debasement of human life.
There is not much historians
could have done to prevent the
re-uniting of Germany a few
years ago; it was too popular a
development to spoil. As for
Gennru:ty, we must always keep
vigilant And I think that is an
important point for the youth of
this campus who maintain a palpable, romm:ttic infatuation with
that country. But within our
own nation, within our own
states and institutions, we must
also keep watch, never taking
for granted the past, always
knowing it could happen again,
anywhere in times of social
unrest. Often, the foundation
for social change is really a
door opening to the greatest of
horrors. If slamming a door in
the face of Louis Farrakhan has
occurred at V. U .• then we have
done our duty, for as it says
today in the carcass of
Auschwitz, "If we fail to learn
from history, then we are
doomed to repeat it."
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From the Dean's Desk ·
2
fessor Dooley knows more about
Chicago, Professor Ehren knows
more about Colwn bia, Professor
Blomquist knows more about
Cornell, and Professors Berner
and Hiller know a lot more about
yale because they studied or
taught at these law schools.
Despite their superior information about these schools, none of
them got a ballot from the U.S.
News & World Report. By the
same token my year in studies at
Harvard and my year in sabbatical at Stanford enabled me to
come to know more about these
schools. But I repeat, I would
never dream of trying to rank the
law schools of America. The
really careful line of evaluation is
whether or not a law school passes muster with the ABA and the
Association of American Law
Schools. The standards of our
accreditors are high and their
adherence to them is rigorous.
As I said, reputation is a
tricky thing. I think that anyone
who is aware of the changes we
have made here at Valpo will
acknowledge that we have been
working hard to improve our reputation. For example, the participation of Justices Scalia and
Ginsburg in our Cambridge program, and the visits of Justice
O'Connor here next month and of
Chief Justice Rehnquist in May
of 1995 is a real honor to our law
school. I am not aware of any
· other law school in the country
that can boast of this record, and
I am not even sure that we should
boast about it either because I
don't want to turn this honor into
a commercial or a slick hustle.
What really makes me proud to
be associated with this law school
is the attention that we pay here
to delivering excellent, well
rounded, top-quality legal education. We neither go with the latest fads in abstract theory nor
reduce the curriculum to the lowest common denominator.
Instead, we insist that competence in lawyering demands a
blend of critical theory and sound
DEAN'S DESK, FROM PAGE

practical skills, reflected throughout the three years of the curriculum. And we require that attention be focused ori the virtue of
compassion that is at the heart,
not the fringe, of any good
lawyer's practice; this is reflected
in the duty to serve others who
cannot afford to pay us a fee,
which we regard as an integral
component of the vocation of
lawyering because lawyers who
have lost their noblest aspirations
or sold their souls will have no
long-lasting impact on the law or
on our society. And I am proud
of the consistent high quality of
our law review.
These are things that the U.S.
News and World Report ranking
system does not appreciate or
value. For that reason I have proposed to my fellow Deans of
ABA-accredited law schools that
a whole bunch of us - not just
one or two twisting slowly in the
wind - refuse to cooperate in
their dumb beauty contest. At
least with the Miss America
pageant, the so-called judges get
to see the contestants parade past
them in various moods and tenses. In the U.S. News & World
Report survey hundreds of people
who have never been to our campuses and who literally don't
know what they're doing purport
to "rank" us.
We aren't a perfect law
school, but we are a full-service
law school ready to make
improvements wherever we can
to serve you better. More than
that, in my professional judgment
as a legal educator, we are a
dynamic law school trying not
simply to meet, but also to
exceed the standards of our
accreditors. We are truly a
school on the move, and none of
you should ever be ashamed of
the solid legal · education you
have received in this school. In
the meantime, don't let a third
rate newsmagazine (ask Time or
Newsweek) get you down.
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BLSA Spons~rs Black
History Month Activities
By Chris Hedges
News Writer
Last month's Black History
Month celebration provided an
opportunity to celebrate as well
as have some fun listening and
watching musicians, lecturers,
guest speakers and videos, among
other events.
"The whole month was successful," said Dujuana Waddy,
Black Law Student Association
Secretary. Many people enjoyed
the events while keeping up with
the daily work routine, said
Waddy.
Besides being a time of celebration, the event was an opportunity for law students to learn
more about African-American
history. One of the weekly
events was showings of videos
from the "Eyes on the Prize"
series about the civil rights movement. Other video tapes were
played featuring contemporary

African-American film makers.
"People seemed to really
enjoy the video presentations,"
Waddy said
Other BLSA sponsored
events included a Valentine's
Day flower and candy, viewing
of artwork in the law school atrium, guest speakers, a soul food
dinner, video presentations and
African rhythm band. Many of
the events were free to law students.
BLSA hopes to sponsor
events dealing with law oriented
issues next year in addition to
presenting the celebration events,
said Waddy. Some of the events
could include debates and other
information presentations.
BLSA may hold a barbecue
later this semester, but nothing ·
has been set, said Waddy. The
group may also invite minority
alumni to the school to discuss
the legal profession, said Waddy.
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Life in London

A Student's Impressions on Studying Abroad
By Melinda Baas
Foreign Correspondent
NoTE: Melinda Baas,
a 2L at VUSL is studying this
semester in London, England.

EDITOR's

Greetings form the country
which brings you the Common
Law. Remember the Thorns
Case? Yes, that's right, England.
One professor here described
England and America as two
countries separated by a common
language. There is some truth to
that statement
Just because the language is
the same does not mean you will
understand what people are saying. First, there is the accent,
which includes British, Irish,
Scottish, Australian as well as
local dialects. Then there is the
everyday slang which is how
people really talk. For example,
loo (bathroom), lorries(trucks),
and zebra crossings (a crosswalk).
Overall, a study abroad is
worth the time and expenses. I
chose to do a semester abroad
because I wanted the chance to
do a program like this and live in
England for an extended period
of time. If you choose to do a
program like this it will take
some effort on your part to locate
the program. Then there are all
the problems with putting your
life in America on hold for four
months (or eight in my case).
Things like not having a Federal
tax form can be a problem when
you cannot drive over to the post
office for late delivery. Traveller's tip: find a reliable person
to deal with all your banking, tax
forms, and mail. My mother is
my salvation in that area.
The classes are another worthwhile part of the trip. My classes
are all international and comparative classes. This is the law of
the future. Most areas are still
being developed I was swprised
to learn how extensive this area is

already and I know nothing about
it
Three of my professors are
non-Americans, which adds
another bonus to this program.
One is Irish, another from Northem Ireland, (it is safer not to say
they are English because some
may take offense). The third is
an American but he has lived
here for twenty years and sounds
more British than American.
They are all well respected in
lVI
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natiOnal and comparative
classes. This is the law
of the future. Most areas
are still being developed.
I was surprised to learn
how extensive this area
is already and I know
nothing about it."
their fields. My European community professor was formerly a
judge on the European Court of
Justice, which made things interesting when I had to brief a case I
later learned HE had written.
Living in the community really helps with the British experience. You begin to instinctively .
know when the buses come or
which Tube (subway) car opens
closest to the next station's exit.
The longer you are here the less
you feel like a tourist. I take
pride in the fact I am living in
London, not just visiting.
There is a downside, as
always. Each student here misses
something form back home.
Low-calorie health food is hard
to locate. There are only four
channels here (that is if you paid
for a t.v. license, a fine if you
have not). Recycling programs
are non-existent. But mostly the
24 hr. attitude of America is
noticeably absent here (grocery
stores close at 8 p.m. and pubs at
11 p.m.).
The positive side far outweighs shortcomings like these.

I am a theater buff, so this city is
m·ade for me. A ticket to a West
End play (the theater district) can
cost the same as a movie ticket.
By planing ahead it is possible to
see a play a week.
Traveller's tip: get an international student i.d. card, it means a
difference in price).
Another positive is the historical side of London. Visit the
Tower of London (built 1066) or
St. . Paul's Cathedral (where
Kings and Queens have been
crowned). Then of course Qtere
are the museums. When you live
in the city there is no need to see
everything at once. Most museums are free or are donation only.
So repeat visits are possible. _
One incredible bonus of this
program is that we got inside one
of the Inns of Court. We joined
the barristers-in-training for one
of their required dinners.
Remember, the English system

splits the legal profession into
two parts. Basically, Solicitors
talk to clients and Barristers talk
to the Judges. One female student remarked abOut the differences "yours is so different. I
don't know how you ever came
up with it." I had a hard time
keeping a straight face. My system strange? We don't wear
wigs and robes into Court, or
refuse to let the person arguing
the case talk with the client. We
at least have a written constitution. Each new Congress cannot
change the law as Parliament can.
For all the differences, my
experience here was worth all the
hassles. So whether you choose
to do a semester program or do
the summer program in Cambridge, it will be worth your
while. I believe everyone should
spend some time overseas.
CHEERS (as they say in
London)!
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SBA and Forum Settle
Budget Disagreement
SBA, FROM PAGE 1
said Thompson. "Money that's
been saved up for years - no
SBA dollars."
The fax machine is used daily
by the Forum staff to receive
reprint permissions and other
materials for the paper. said
Thompson. Items sent to the fax
machine in the law school's
administrative office were sometimes delayed before the Forum
purchased its machine.
McCloskey and Kip Winters,
SBA president, reported the outcome of the voting on the Forum
budget request to Thompson after
the conclusion of the meeting.
Thompson was not allowed to
observe the voting under the SBA
rule.
The Forum's funding controversy, began when a cost overrun
of about $417 was reported to the
SBA. The SBA voted to suspend
funding until Thompson could
explain the cost overrun.
"The SBA was concerned
with the cost to produce the
paper, especially the Forum's
spending of nearly $500 more
than budgeted last semester,"
wrote Dan Hagen, 1L representative, to a constituent. The SBA
was also concerned with receiving reimbursement for advertising revenue.
.
The semi-open meeting was
not without controversy over the
closed door voting practices.
Thomas Betker, 1L, said, "I
was very interested with what
was going on and how the SB A
is spending its money, what procedures they are following."
After non SBA students were
asked to leave the meeting dwing
the vote, Betker left angry. "I felt
I was nosing in on their private
meeting," said Betker.
The SBA encourages students
to attend the meetings. To stimulate interest in SBA activities, the
organization is publishing a
newsletter that will be distributed

in student lockers. The SBA will
meet on March 17 at 7:30p.m.
SBA meetings are open to the
public except for budget voting.
The SBA votes behind closed
doors and reports the votes as a
unit without reporting the voting
records of each individual representative. The minutes are posted on the bulletin board outside
the SBA office for public inspection.
"All meetings of the Administrative Board shall be open to
the student body except special
meetings and those dealing with
budget fonnulation ," states SBA
Constitution By-Law four, section six.
The policy was implemented
by the SBA after a meeting last
year that was "packed" with students causing disruptions , said
McCloskey. The policy on voting can change with each new
SBA officer and representative
election.
"I am going to talk to my representatives about the situation
(of the closed door voting)," said
Betker. "I think that it is totally
ridiculous."
"There is no need to have a
private meeting with closed voting," said Betker.
Betker said controversy and
public scrutiny is a part of the
nature of politics. ''That's part of
the job," said Betker. "That's too
bad. If that's what they want (to
be shielded from controversy),
they should not be SBA representatives."
"When you take a stand on an
issue, you are going to have to
deal with the consequences of
taking that stand," said Betker.
The Indiana Open Door Law ·
does not apply to private institutions, such as the SBA. Indiana
Government meetings, such as.
school board meetings and city
council meetings are required to
be open, except for executive sessions to discuss matters such as
personnel matters or litigation.

Americans Need
Basic Health Care
HEALTII CARE, FRoM PAGE 6
two-year-old children aren't
properly immu~ed against preventable disease like measles,
diphtheria and polio.(cost of vaccines to immunize a child fully excluding charges to administer
the shots, has soared from $I 0.96
to more than $235 since the 70s,
physicians refer patients to public
clinics which may not easily be
accessible)
The list goes on and on indieating our neglect. But lack of
health security is not just a condition of joblessness or poverty. No
American family has health security anymore. Employers drop
coverage or dramatically reduce
the share of premiums they pay,
causing parents to drop coverage
of their dependents, parents who
lose their jobs lose health insurance for themselves and their
families, children and parents
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with major illnesses incur medical expenses that exceed insurance limits, or are defme as "high
risk" and have their coverage
dropped, and pre-existing condition rules keep other people uninsured or cause workers to stay in
their present jobs only to keep
their coverage.
In order for health care
reform to work it must be univer~. affordable, comprehensible,
accessible with a real plan for
financing. If you've made it this
far with me in the article, this is
the only message really worth
keeping in mind as you join the
discussion. Right now Congress
has proposed a minimum of six
"health care reform plans".
Unfortunately the editorial staff
of this paper, has chosen the path
of partisan politics and has discredited the Clinton administration health initiative without
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Famous Presidential Quotations
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Rainmakers Honored at Seegers Lecture
RAINMAKERS, FRoM PAGE 1

mentoring a criteria in their
choice.
Four women were honored at
the program for their contribution
to the legal community. Jean
Allard, a graduate of the University of Chicago School of Law, is
the frrst woman to make partner
at the the Chicago law firm of
Sonneschein, Nath and Rosenthal. She concentrates her practice in general corporate law.
Muzette Hill is a graduate of_the
Boalt Hall School of Law of the
University of California at Berkely. She is also the frrst AfricanAmerican woman to make partner at the Chicago law firm of
Lord Bissell and Brook. Susan
Tabler gra~uated from the Indiana University School of Law.

She is a partner at Ice Miller
Donadio and Ryan. She focuses
her practice on family, labor and
constitutional law . Kathryn
Schmidt is a graduate of Valparaiso University School of
Law, and is a partner at the Merrillville law finn of Burke, Murphy Costanza and Cuppy.
Allard advised that to generate
clients an attorney must be
known in the respective community. The market is changing in
her opinion, because lawyers
used to deal with people, but now
lawyers deal with lawyers. Hill
stated ··you've got to go out there
and sell." But she also suggests
that each individual decides what
is best for himself or herself, and
advises each of us to go with an
approach which is comfortable.
She too, suggested the impor-

tance of being a friend to collegues and placed an emphasis on
helping one another. Tabler
spoke of professionalism.
According to her, "you always
get back what you have given the
profession." She advises future
attorneys to be recognized as a
credible person, and build
bridges one person at a time.
Schmidt believes competency
earns confidence. She also
emphasized the necessity of
building relationships and following the advice and accepting
the help·of a mentor.
Professor Lind closed the lee- ture by reaffirming that as law
students and future lawyers, we
should to recognize that we need
to participate in the rainmaking
process.

Career Services Corner
2
ning services to clients through
work as estate planners. Central
insurance offices also employ
law graduates in the sales and
marketing departments. Other
insurance companies hire attorneys to work as sales representatives or claims adjusters. Before
accepting one of these options,
you may wish to first ascertain
the length of time you would
have to work in these areas
before you can move to another
position within the company.
CAREER SERVICFS, FROM PAGE

Accounting. In addition
to basic accounting and financial
duties, accounting firms handle
matters in foreign taxation, estate
planning, mergers and acquisitions, corporate reorganizations,
personal tax, and corpor~te tax.
A background in accounting or
finance is usually a prerequisite
for these positions.

kindly doing its readers the service of informing them what any
of the proposed plans entail.
When you hear about the Clinton
Plan, American Health Security
Act of 1993, Cooper Bill, Chafee
Bill, Michel Bill or Gramm Bill,
ask yourself:is there universal
access, are the benefits comprehensive, how is it financed,
choice, cost control and does it

Lob hying.

Lobbyists
work for corporations, state and
local governments, political
organizations, trade associations,
unions, and other groups whose
activities are affected by legislation. Attorneys are especially
effective in this capacity because
of their knowledge of laws and
the legislative process.

Education. A variety of
opportunities exist in the academic area for law graduates.
Opportunities in teaching include
legal writing instructorships.
teaching law-related college
courses such as business law,
political science, constitutional
law. and paralegal courses.
Combining an undergraduate
major with a law degree can
open avenues to teaching other
college-level courses. Many college administrative positions are
available to law graduates .
Opportunities include affirmative action officer, employee
deal with under-served populations and areas? The only two
plans coming close to saying yes
to all of these questions are the
frrst two. Yes it means plenty of
money being spent, but no more
than what Americans are already
paying in terms of health care.
The time has come for basic
health care for ALL Americans.

relations officer, marketing manager, development director, and
recruitment administrator. The
Chronicle of Higher Education
lists teaching and administrative
position vacancies.

Title Companies. Title
exam iner work involves real
estate law , probate, trust and
bankruptcy law. Experienced
title examines can choose one of
two career tracks: 1) management - accepting responsibility
for a department, operating within a budget, and otherwise functioning in a capacity similar to
that of a manager in a small business, or 2) remaining in the legal
department as office counsel or
regional counsel.
Review your background,
search out all available information, consult the resources in
Career Services, and find that
special job for which you are
uniquely qualified!

"If you lose your
temper at a newspaper columnist,
he '11 get rich or
famous or both."
-JAMES C. HAGERTY
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SBA Has $23,000 Left to Allocate
By Christopher Hedges
News Writer
The Student Bar Association
has money available for student
organizations- about $23,000
right now.
"We want to make it clear
that we want to be accommodating with this money," said Casey
McCloskey, SBA Treasurer. "As
long as people have a good cause
for the money, we will make it
available." ·
"First and foremost, it's the
students' money," McCloskey
said "It's not the SBA 's money.
It's everyone's money."
The $23,000 budget surplus
this year comes from a surplus
from the 1992-93 school year of
about $14,000 and a surplus from
the 1993-94 school year of about
$9,000, according to SBA budget
documents. The organization has.
a total budget of about $45,000.
"Chances are we will have
another surplus (next year),"
McCloskey said.
Many student groups and
organizations have not spent their
full allocation of funding this
year. Concerns over last year's
fiscally conservative SBA board
may be a reason why the budget
surpluses are large, McCloskey
said. Another factor is outside
funding and fund raising.
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"The SBA is not an adversary
of any group," McCloskey said.
''We are just trustees for the
money and want to insure fmancial responsibility. As long as
groups have a plan to be able to
deal with the money, then more
power to them, give me the
receipts or the invoices, and I'll
get the ball rolling," McCloskey
said.
The student funds are held in
a Valparaiso University account
and receipts are required to make
withdrawals to fund student
activities. Full amounts are not
transferred to the groups, so student groups not using their full
allocation do not actually return
money.
"We don't get a lump sum to
put into a checking account," said
McCloskey.
Accommodation of student
group funding requests is a goal
of the SBA treasurer. The SBA
looks to three criteria when determining funding. "We look to see
if it furthers the Valparaiso University Law School, whether if
furthers the law school community, and if it is beneficial to the
students as a whole," McCloskey
said
"For example, Moot Court
reaches the fll'St criterion. Speak-

ers reach the second criterion,
and town hall and panel discussions reach the third criterion,"
McCloskey said
An example of a use of the
student money last semester that
impressed the SBA were A1LA' s
trial attorney seminar and moot
court competition proposal~ said
McCloskey.
Another
group's
use
McCloskey mentioned was the
Federalist Society's panel discussion on rape adjudication and
invitation to speak extended to a
Boston University professor.
The Federalist Society has raised
money to pay for the speaker's
fees. The SBA is covering the
travel expenses.
The SBA social budget was
about $5,500 out of a total budget
of about $45,000, according to
SBA budget documents. About
$14,000 was spent on Law Week
activities, such as the Roast, luncheon, musicale, and Barristers'
Ball.
"To tell you the truth, a lot
of people think that all the SBA
spends their money on is beer,"
McCloskey said. "I've heard that
from many different people. To
say that's all that we do is the
most ridiculous thing I've heard."

Speech Code Passes University
Senate; Other Codes Considered
By Christopher Hedges
NewsWriter
Valparaiso University's
racial harassment code's speech
provision came in response to
minority students' concerns and
a federal law that required
schools to enact anti-discrimination regulations.
The university will soon
begin drafting similar policies
regarding sexual and religious
harassment.
The policy developed from
two initiatives undertaken by the
VU Senate last year to cover
racial and sexual harassment.
The speech provision developed
at the time was quickly passed,
said Professor Bruce Berner, and
little time was spent analyzing
its effec_t before passage. The
regulation was passed subject to
review by the University coun_sel, who said the language was
·legal. The First Amendment
does not necessarily apply to private institutions in the same was
a public institutions.
Concerns over First Amendment concerns led the Senate to
suspend that portion of the racial
harassment code until further
studies and revisions could take
place. Berner spoke to a group

of students about the racial
harassment speech provision at
an American Civil Liberties
Union/ Indiana Ci vii Liberties_
Union meeting at the law school
last month.
"(Sections) one and two were
relatively uncontroversial. One
is physical threats and violence.
Two is threats or intimidation,"
said Berner. Section three was
the controversial portion regulating speech.
"In the fall, a couple of senators from the undergraduate faculty moved that number three be
suspended for study," said Berner. Section three was suspended
at a meeting in Oct. 1993.
A series of meetings was
held to take testimony on the
hearings. Berner was asked by
the Campus Community Policy
Committee to attend the third
meeting so that he could help
draft ~ revision to the policy.
The new racial harassment
passed the University Senate 238. It now goes to the University
President's office with a recommendation for implementation
and recommendations on when it
should take effect.
"A lot of the minority students were upset with a lot of the '
SEE SPEECH, PAGE 14

Kids today look for role models in
all sorts of places. Hollywood.
Music videos. Pro sports. Sneaker
commercial~

But the best role model a boy
can ever have is a father who
·shares his life with the people he
loves most. A man who faithfully
meets his family responsibilities.
A dad who shows his boy what it
means to be a man.
Devoted fathers rarely attract
public attention. But they often
attract the watchful eyes of
children-even during routine,
day-to-day activities.
In the ordinariness of life, a
man's true character is revealed.
And a child learns who is really
worth looking up to.

Being ADad Is
Important Business
Research Council
G<lry L B,1uer, President

For more information, call 1-202-783-HOME.
Or write: Family Research Council, Fatherhood
Campaign, 700 13th St., N.W., Suite 500,
Washington, OC 20005.
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Law Week Activities Enjoyed By All
By Jessica Bowman
Staff Writer
Law week, spanning the week
of February 14th through February 19th was a huge success.
Tradition dictated that the Week
start out with a luncheon honoring the academic achievements of
Valparaiso's students. This year
the luncheon, which was held on
Fat Tuesday, had a mardi gras
theme to liven the occasion, complete with jazz band. Vice-President of the SBA, Christine
Drager, was the MC, and Mr. N.
Cornell Boggs III, of the Monsanto Company was the guest
speaker. Mr. Boggs, a Valpo
Alumnus, delivered a message
encouraging students and others
to engage in community
activism.
The Mardi Gras theme was
heightened by the desert of Mardi
Gras "King" cake. It is a tradition in New Orleans for the person who fmds a "dried bean" in
his or her cake to be crowned
King or Queen of the day. Joan
Steffen was crowned queen of
the day after she found the bean
in her cake. This honor included
not the bestowal of a crown, but a
Valpo sweatshirt instead.
In a moment of confusion, (or
wishful thinking), Dean Gaffney
played a joke on those at the luncheon by approaching the podium and introducing himself as
SBA president, Kip Winters, and
stating that he was only dressed
as Dean Gaffney in honor of the
Mardi Gras theme. Later, the
Dean was· caught demonstrating
the latest New Orleans dance
moves to the Jazz tunes.
The Week proceeded with the
infamous "Roast" on Thursday
night at the Porter County Expo
Center. The Roast was set up in
a T.V. talk show format. David
Letterman, alias Kip Winters,
started the Roast with an interview with Professor AI Meyer
(Rob Sech). Professor Meyer
seemed to find just about everything very ''egregious" that
evening. A change in T.V. chan-

nels was in order, and Arsenio bit with a tap dancing routine,
and John Olsen got the crowd
Hall (Daryl Witherspoon) was
busy grilling his guest, Professor going with some Jimmy Buffet
Levinson (played by Professor songs. Refreshments were
Levinson), by asking her to point served throughout the show.
Law Week ended in a grand
out in the Valpo meat sheet,
finale
with the formal Barrister's
whom among the existing law
Ball,
which was held in the
students she would consider datAmbassador
Room at the Radiing. The next channel visited
son
Star
Plaza
in Merrillville.
held the show "Studettes", featurThis
year's
turnout
was the
ing a panel of four Valpo "studs"
largest
ever,
with
343
people
and two potential Valpo winattending.
The
tickets
to
the
Ball
ners(?). The studs were Profeswere
$20
each,
and
the
SBA
consor Blomquist (Dave Richards),
Professor Smoot (Dave Stach), tributed $23 per ticket, excluding
and Professor AI Meyer (Rob decoration expenses, D~ and
Sech). The potential winners piano expenses. This year, the
were Professor Dooley (Karen SBA concentrated on creating an
Jenkins) and Sharon Carbonneu affair that students, faculty and
(Tess White).
George alumni could enjoy. Eventually,
Straschnov was the Stud MC, and the SBA wishes to increase the
number of alumni that attend the
kept the questions to the lovely
ladies fl9wing. Professor Dooley Ball.
seemed bothered that Sharon was
A half hour of cocktails was
not bothered by the format of the
show. Sharon, who was barely followed by the Dinner.· D i n Above: Rob Sech and Renee George do the "Fred
visible at times through a cloud ner consisted of an appetizer of
shrimp cocktaii, and a garden and Ginger" thing, while (Below:) Professors Bruce
of smoke, was busy keeping the
'local dentists in practice with the salad. The entree was chicken Berner and Laura Dooley sRare their musical talents
amount of candy distributed. She florentine, wild rice, carrots and with the audience. The professors would not comgreatly increased her popularity broccoli, and bread rolls. Desert ment on whether their song would be on the exam.
with the students by promising ·was chocolate mousse in a
jobs for everyone. Professor chocolate cup. White wine, cofMeyer kept up his "egregious" fee and tea were also served with
attitude, while Professor the meal.
Blomquist related most things to
the environment. Not surprisingThere was no absence of alcoly, that evening Professor Smoot
hol, with five hours of open bar,
seemed to find everything of a
and as usual, the students and
"garden variety."
faculty indulged. Few could
keep up Dean Gaffney as he cut a
Later, a roast of the students rug on the dance floor. The DJ
was conducted by the students played a good mix of music
through a slide show. Christine which kept everyone moving
Drager summed up the Roast by until the end of the Ball. This
stating "I'm glad everyone took year, everyone planned ahead,
the jeers well. Special thanks to and either reserved a hotel room,
those who were roasted. You had prearranged rides, or took
advantage of the free taxis that
took it well!"
the SBA provided for a safe ride
On friday, the Law Musical home.
Once again, Law Week was a
was presented, where some of the
talent outside the classroom was great success, but not with out a
displayed by f~ulty and stu- lot of effort. The SBA and many
dents. Professor Blomquist start- volunteers put in lots of hours to
ed off this year's Musical with make sure things ran smoothly.
Special thanks to all those who
singing ·and guitar playing. Professors Dooley and Berner joined helped to make Law Week possitheir talents through a duet. ble.
Renee George mixed things up a
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Moot Court
Teams Gear Up
For Competition
By Dale Stache
Staff Writer
On March 18. 1994, Robert
Null and Scott Scarpelli repre~
sented Valpo as our Moot
Court team in Intellectual ~
erty competition in Chicago.
They are just One of many moot
court teams that compete in
national competition every year.
Another team not sponsored
by our school was Kathy Muller
and Jose Calderon Who competed at Fordham last year. The
came' in 8th out of 40 team·s.
They are currently waiting for
the SBA to reimburse them for
lodging expenses. Meals cab
fare and espenses will have to
be incurred by themselves.
V alpo also bad two

natiorial

teams with Nicole Men~ Bruce
Tepekian. and Amy Reinsch in
one and Tammy Frazier. Chris
Koenig, and JoAnn Jacoby in
the other. The first team won
two rounds and the second team
woo one round. Nicole Menz
said it was alot of fun and
thought they were well prepared
with h~lp of the faculty prepping. :They found the actual
competition very easy in comparison~

· In the Chicago Bar Association Cc).mpetition Vatpa•s teams
were .Pat Mastrian t Leslie
Andrews. and Kathy Muller and
Mike Roth~ Helen Contos, and
David Wilson.· ·The -second
team took 6th pla~e out of 25
teamS competing; Davi~ Wilson reflected that other schOOls
ranked high in US News did not
do as well as their ranking.
. · Other Moot ~ourt teams
include George Van Nest, .:!Och
DeTomaso, arid Mike Lee. for
the enviromental competition;
Nicole· Roth. Scott. L1pke~ an~
Marian Frazini.in the upeoming
Illinois State Bar ·compe~ition;
and Chris Crawford, Kelly
Wbite~Silvera, and Jill S~don.
~ the Civil Rights competition. :
For more information about
Moot COUrt contact Chris Crawfor<L
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Keep on Talkin' in a Free Wqrld
By Chad Main
Columnist
Question: Should we spend more time
trying to curb offensive speech, or spend less
time being offended by speech?
Just a rhetorical question, but one that is
all too often overlooked in multicultwalism.
What are the aims of multiculturalism? If
I interpret them correctly, it is an effort to
sensitize members of our society to the interests and beliefs of other cultures, ethnicities
and subcultures. Multiculturalists hope that,
through their efforts, the majority interest will
be more accepting and accommodating to the
minority interests. Underlying all of this is
diversity.
We are a nation of diverse interests and
beliefs-Ellis Island, the "melting pot."
Unfortunately, the human condition is sometimes unaccepting, close minded and down
right hateful towards those who are different
In an effort to mitigate the contempt many
hold for minorities and members of subcultures within our society, some attempt to curb
offensive speech and conduct. Many newspapers have given deference to such policies
and changed their stylebooks. They have prohibited the use of questionable words or substituted less controversial words, (or "politically correct" terms) for terms that are
deemed unsavory in some circles. On college
campuses, "hate speech" codes have been
instituted and those who utter offensive words
are subject to disciplinary procedures.
I reiterate, underlying all of these mea-

sores is the notion of diversity . "People myself to the fac t that I am going to be
should be more sensitive to diversity," propo- offended-probably every day. I've also
nents of speech codes admonish. But accepted the fact that being offended is the
couldn't the table be turned? Maybe people price we must pay for freedom of thought and
should be less sensitive to the mindless and tolerance.
Tolerance, now that's a good word. Toloffensive uttering of others.
I know, I know, sticks, stones and wonts erance being "forbearance of judging the acts
have been known to break bones, but if divet- and opinions of others"-the ostensible aim
sity is the goal, shouldn ' t it frrst be acknowl- of multiculturalism. If tolerance is the goal,
edged that difference of opinion is implicit in prohibiting certain speech and conduct is condiversity.
It cannot be denied. Our trary to that aim. Creating a code of orthodox
nation is diverse, but diverse means different. speech is far from forbearance in judging othBecause we are diverse, we must realize that . ers. Inherent in such censorship is the prepeople are different, and that they are going to judgement of words and conduct.
It is hard to convince a bigot to be tolerant
do things that bother and offend us. This
means that for every accepting and unprejudi- of others, while at the same time he is told
cal person in the world, there is a jerk. Unfor- that others will not tolerate his right to say ill
tunately, in the zealous pursuit of acceptance founded and possibly offensive things. Why
and non-offensive conduct. our nation has should he respect the rights of others when
become hypersensitive and quick to claim they don' t respect his?
Granted, the utterings of David Duke, or
victimization.
I don't deny the fact that we should Louis Farrakhan may very well prove to be
expose the harmfulness of prejudice and harmful, but they have every right to speak
racism and teach against such beliefs, but we their piece. Sure. others should take the time
must not curb the freedoms of others while and effort to counter and expose the idiocy of
doing it. People are offensive and we must such prejudice, but it is counterproductive to
face that fact. Unfortunately, a panacea for do so by means of censorship. Censorship
ignorance is not easily found, but certainly, alienates and infuriates, which only breeds
proscribing the freedoms of others is not the more animosity.
answer. Offensiveness is too subjective to
If diversity and tolerance are the goals, we
defme and prohibit. What offends me might cannot lose sight of the fact that tolerance is
not offend my neighbor.
reciprocal. We must put up with those who
Maybe we should make a deal. If the are different from us and endure their offen"offensive" promise to be more considerate of siveness so that we may enjoy our right to be
others. maybe the "offended" could promise different ourselves.
not to get offended so easily. I've resigned

Speech Code Proposal Passed By Senate
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things that were being said by other students
and faculty and said something needs to be in
place to cover insult," said Berner. "There
was a large segment of opinion that there
should be something in there to cover this
(insults)."
"A lot of others were concerned with the
usual First Amendment values problems,"
said Berner.
"Section three (the original versionr as
you can see there is very vague," said Berner.
"(It was) pretty wide open. A lot of the professors were. concerned about what the chilling effect of that kind of language (in the
code) would be."
The code that passed the Senate is modeled on the Stanford University code. It is
narrow enough that it defeats some of the

LIGHTEN

UP!

A lawyer had a dripping faucet in his office bathroom. He
looked in the Yellow Pages and found the number for a nearby
plumber.
The plumber arrived and easily took the entire faucet apart.
Within five minutes, it was put back together, with the faulty
washer replaced. Wiping his hands, the plumber said, "That
will be $150."
"What?" gasped the astonished lawyer. "That's more
money than I make in an hour!"
Nonplussed, the plumber looked at him. "I know. That's
why I quit being a lawyer."

~©>~
·Roy Cahn, one of the meanest and most successful lawyers
in town, wrote his autobiography last year. It began, "I borrowed $5,000 from my father so I could study law. My first
case came when my father sued me for $5,000."

problems faced by other universities when
they enacted similar regulations, said Berner.
One of the most famous problems was the
"water buffalo" case where a University of
Pennsylvania student was brought up on
charges of harassment for yelling at a crowd
of sorority members singing outside his dorm
window. The case attracted nationwide atten~
tion in the media. Other schools, such as the
University of Wisconsin. have had their codes
overturned by federal judges.
The code focuses on words addressed to
the person it stigmatizes, said Berner. ~t covers fighting words and insults, but not talk
about people not directed at the person. "It
deals with insult or fighting words," said
Berner.
It also requires proof of intent to assault of
stigmatize, said Berner. ''That's probably the
most narrowing change," said Berner. "The
old version was up to the listener, how did the
listener receive it, how did the listener take it.
Was it likely to provoke a negative reaction?"
The third requirement to fall under the
code deals with the objective meaning of the
words used, said Berner.
''The 'water buffalo' example wouldn't fit
into here," said Berner. "I would think it
would be quite difficult under the context to
show intent to assault or stigmatize. Also, it
would be quite difficult to fit those words into
words of visceral hatred or contempt."
The regulation is not a "hate speech" code
as known at other universities. It is more of
an "insult" code that covers a range of speech
narrower than traditional "hate speech"
restrictions, said Berner.
"Hate speech is a lot broader," said Berner. "A lot of things Farrakban says, I take it,
can be categorized as hate speech. It doesn' t
fit into this category because it is normally
directed to a much wider audience and is not
just directed to an individual person to insult
or sti~matize that person at the time. And
presumably, there are cases where it will be
argued that the intention is to educate or per-

suade or politicize. The intentions are not just
to insult or stigmatize."
"But when someone walks up to another
and lets go with a racial epithet, there is not a
lot of question left about what the intention
is," said Berner. "It doesn't have a lot of idea
content"
The enforcement of the racial harassment
code and the planned sexual and religious
harassment codes are up to either an administrative panel .or a campus judiciary board.
The campus judiciary board is comprised of
students while the administrative panel is not.
If one wanted to use the administrative panel,
both the plaintiff and the defendant would
have to agree to its use.
Education should be the frrst step toward
resolving racial problems on campus, said
Berner. The speech code provision should be
a last step measure when all else fails.
"There are a fair number of people who
are concerned about the chilling effect of this
provision because sometimes lawyers miss
the fact that when you write something down
and you can see how narrow it is and you can
understand where it doesn't apply the average
person is still chilled because it is general,"
said Berner.
"In my mind, it is just like public school
teachers today thinking the one thing you
can't do in class is mention God, you can't
say the word God, you can't say the word
Jesus, certainly because that violates what the
Supreme Court says. Well, you and I and
everyone. who has studied the cases knows
that not what they say. But that's what the
bulk of teachers think it might say. And they
are so afraid of getting anywhere near it, that
they we do chill a lot of other speech, not just
the speech that is covered," said Berner.
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Base ball Realigns Divisions
By Adam Karp
Sports Editor
The baseball season opens April
4th with the first major realignment of the
divisions since 1969. The addition of two
extra playoff spots in each league will provide more optimism for several teams then
there would have been under the fonner
divisional format. In order to increase revenue and fan interest, baseball owners
have decided to water down the playoff
structure as other sports have. For the
baseball purist, this is anarchy; for the
baseball owner, this is greediness. Interleague play cannot be far behind As for
the baseball season, the major ·question is
can the Blue Jays three-peat or will this be
the season that the Braves breakthrough?
Without further hesitation, I will provide
an amateur's perspective of the baseball
races:

A.L. East
1st-Jays, 2nd-Orioles, 3rd-Yankees, 4thRed Sox, 5th-Tigers.
The Jays are like the San Francisco
49ers of football. The team has a winning
mentality and will trade for a player
despite the cost. The Jays have the best
offense in the game and GM Pat Gillick
will make a move to add another quality
starter. The Orioles made key free agent
signing but the closer position could be a
problem, closer Lee Smith, playing in a
small parlc without the dominating fastball
could spell trouble for the Orioles. The
Yankees have excellent starters but lack
the closer and offensive speed necessary to
win. The 'Sox have the best pitching in
the division(look for Roger Clemens to
come back strong) but the offense is considered weak by this division's standards.
The Tigers will have a lot of power(including the underrated Travis Fryman an·d
excellent late season pickup Eric Davis).
The Tigers have four No. 4 starters and an
average bullpen.

AL Central
1st-White Sox, 2nd-Royals, 3rd-Indians,
4th-Brewers, 5th-Twins.
The Sox will win this division
because of the pitching, Frank Thomas,
and the weakness of the division. They
cannot have the young pitchers regress.
Jack McDowell could have some arm
problems this year. The addition of Julio
Franco should help Robin Ventura bounce
back from an average year. The Royals
have a solid staff led by dual aces Kevin
Appier and David Cone. The bullpen is
excellent with closer Jeff Montgomery.
They play solid defense but they have
trouble scoring runs. With a new stadium,
the Tribe could be like the Orioles of a
· couple of years ago when Camden Yards
opened. The Indians have a great offensive team and more on the horizon with
great young hitters Manny Ramirez and
Jim Thome. The key is the pitching; the
Tribe lack it. The Brewers will be a lot
better than people think. The starting
pitching is strong(look for Cal Eldred to
win 20) but the bullpen is suspect. The
Brewers lack power but they can run(need
Pat Listach to come back) and hit for a
high average. The Twins are rebuilding.
Look for them to trade pitchers Kevin
Tapani and Rick Aguilera and outfielder
Shane Mack during the season.

AL West
1st-Seattle, 2nd-Texas, 3rd-A's, 4thAngels

but no bullpen. The Reds have a balanced
offense on paper but cannot seem to put it
together. The pitching staff needs for John
Smiley and Rob Dibble to rebound to
move up in the division. The Pirates are
building for the future. With an impressive amount of young talent and Jim Leyland as manager, the Pirates will be back
in a couple of years.

The weakness of the division
means that Seattle and Texas will battle for
the top. Seattle has excellent starting
pitching, but a questionable bullpen. The
Mariners' offense is very well
rounded(speed, power, and average). If NL West
1st-Giants, 2nd-Dodgers, 3rd-Rockies,
the bullpen comes around, they will be
tough. Texas has a great offense but like 4th-Padres
always, the question is the pitching. The
A weak division that will allow the
bullpen is solid, but they need for young·
kids behind Kevin Brown and Kevin Giants to win. The Giants have a potent
Rogers to come through. The A's are offense led by Barry Bonds and Matt
rebuilding although they have veterans Williams. The starting staff will be bolRicky Henderson, Ruben Sierra, and Mark stered with the addition of Mark Portugal.
McGuire. They will build around young They have one of the best bullpens in
starters Todd Van Poppel and Steve baseball. The Dodgers will · be better but
Karsay. The Angels are a young team will still have the same problem of defense
with a future. They have two great starters and bullpen. The Dodgers are beginning
in Mark Langston and Chuck Finely and to replenish their farm system(Mike Piazza
two great outfielders in Tim Salmon and and Eric Karros are the last two Rookie of
Chad Curtis. They need lB J.T. Snow to the Years). The Rockies have added veterans Howard Johnson and Ellis Burks to a
come through.
lineup of Charlie Hayes and Andres Gallaraga. Until the Rockies get starting
pitching, they will not challenge. The
NL East
1st-Braves, 2nd-Expos, 3rd-Phillies, 4th- Padres are rebuilding. After there frre sale
last year, the Padres want to build a young
Mets, 5th-Marlins.
team around perennial all-star Tony
The Braves have the best staff in Gwynn. It will be a long year.
baseball period. The addition of closer
Several months ago, television
Greg Olson could be a steal. The offense
is solid with great lefthanded power. They announcer John Madden switched from
hope that C Javier Lopez can provide the CBS Network to the Fox Network. The
righthanded power that former Brave Ron move was prompted by the Fox Network
Gant had. The Expos will be dangerous outbidding the CBS Network for the NFC
with the best outfield in the game. Look package. The Fox Network won a bidding
for rookie Cliff Floyd to step up. They war over NBC and AB~ for the entertainhave a great closer in John Wettland and ing Madden. The Fox Network gave Madthe starting staff is solid, especially with den a four year contract worth $30 Million
the addition of future ace Pedro Martinez. Dollars. Ironically, John Madden will
The Phillies will be strong but will be hurt receive more money per year than any athby the loss of ace pitcher Terry Mulhol- lete. Over the last 10 years, people have
land. The offense is dangerous, but we criticized the amount of money that
will have to see how John Kruk recovers ballplayers make. Madden provides the
from cancer treatment. The Mets are more same service that ballplayers provide:
concerned with their image then winning entertainment for the fan. The fact that
baseball games. Look for them to trade people have been reluctant to criticize the
Brett Saberhagen and John Franco. The contract of John Madden indicates that
Marlins will not be competitive early in there is a double standard.
the season; look for them to add young talRon Gant, star outfielder of the
ent as the season progresses.
Atlanta Braves, broke his leg racing a dirt
bike. The injury occurred after Gant inked
a 1 year contract worth $5.5 million dolNL Central
lars. Gant's contract stated explicitly that
1st-Astros, 2nd-Cubs, 3rd-Cardinals, 4th- activities such as dirt bike racing were forReds, 5th-Pirates.
The Astros have a strong staff if
Doug Drabek and Greg Swindell rebound.
If they do not, they will be in trouble. The
bullpen is a question with the addition of
the shellshocked Mitch Williams. The
well balanced offense allows them to beat
you several ways. The Cubs will be a lot
better than people think. They will score a
lot of runs; they do not have a weak bat in
the order. The bullpen is excellent with
Randy Myers. The Cubs have·some quality starters in Mike Morgan and Jose Guzman. Look for Willie Banks to have a
breakthrough year and rookie Steve
Traschel to surprise. The Cubs have three
very good shortstops and might be able to
trade one to pick up a starter(Brett Saberhagen?). The Cardinals have an excellent
offense led by Greg Jeffries, Todd Zeile,
and a great outfield. The question is the
pitching.
They have two good
starters(Rene Arocha and Bob Tewksbury)

bidden. The Braves have since released
Gant and are no longer obligated to pay
Gant. You have to wonder what Ron Gant
was thinking!
There has been much speculation
about whether Purdue's Glenn Robinson
will turn pro a year early. A new rule has
been implemented by the NBA that will
allow an underclassman that declares early
for the NBA draft, the chance to return to
school within 30 days after the draft. The
NBA team that drafts the player will retain
the draft right's to the player.
The purpose of the rule is to protect players that believe that they are high
draft picks and find out on draft day that
they were drafted low or not at all. There
are several reasons why this is a very dangerous clause for the NBA.
What if a star freshman such as
Rashard Griffith or Joe Smith decide to
declare themselves eligible for the draft,
but warn the lottery teams that he will
remain in school if they draft him? A lottery team can become creative and draft
the player. If the player decides to remain
in school, the lottery team would benefit in
the long run because they can now ensur~
the possibility of returning to the lottery
the following season.
Conversely, a
lottery team looking for immediate help,
might pass on the freshman and thus,
allow a playoff team to draft a player that
might have been a top pick if the player
came out later in his college career. This
approach will allow the rich to get richer.
Scouts agree that Duke Senior Grant Hill
will be a top 3 pick in the upcoming draft.
What would have happened if after his
freshman year, Grant Hill decided to see
what his options were. Hill might have
been drafted in the low first round by a
team like the Bulls or the Suns. These
teams can afford to wait for a player to
develop while the lottery teams may not
have that luxury.
One potential problem with this new
rule is that the drafted player, thinking
about returning to school, will not have the
right to hire proper legal representation
during this 30 day period. The NCAA rule
is that a college athlete who hires an agent
will lose his college eligibility. Thus, a
drafted underclassman might make an
unwise decision based upon his lack of
legal representation. Thus, if Glenn
Robinson decides to come out early for the
draft, but has some doubts because the
Minnesota Timberwolves have drafted
him, Robinson can still return to Purdue.

For Sale
Personal LaserWriter
Printer for the Macintosh.

$250. 00
Contact The Forum Office
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On l'his Day...
March 26, 1930 - Justice Sandra Day O'Connor born.
March 26, 1962- Baker
v Carr.
March 29, 1961 - 23rd
Amendment ratified.
April17, 1913- 17th
Amendment ratified.

Legally Speaking...
"The laws I love,
the lawyers I suspect.''
ffsSor Bio,.,quisf ~Ao~oUid k~

d(ll.l)" aU -the ~rees

tC) c~

- CHARLES CHURCHILL

~law $Chcao\
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Obiter. --

St. Bernard dogs do not carry kegs of brandy,
and never have. A famous Alpine rescue dog,
Barry, who saved the lives of 41 persons 150 years
ago, was so well loved that a commemorative portrait was painted of him. The artist, apparently
thinking the detail added interest, drew a brandy keg
around Barry's neck, launching the "tradition" that
lives today. St. Bernard rescue dogs today wear
brandy kegs only for the benefit of tourists who
want the keg there for the souvenir photographs.
Sir Arthur Eddington, the British astronomer,
once claimed that there are exactly 136 x 2n6 electrons in the universe, and an equal number of protons. He never counted them, of course, but had
theoretical reasons to back up his calculation.
Eddington's Number contains 80 figures, accurate,
he says, down to the last digit.
The recorded voice that tells you the correct
time in over 250 cities belongs to Jane Barbe, a
Georgia housewife. AT&T estimates that Mrs. Bar-

be's records are played more than 25 trillion times a
year, which makes her the most successful recording artist in the history of the world.
The phrase "mad as a hatter" comes from the
days when hat makers often suffered a form of psychosis caused by inhaling fumes from the mercury
used in the hat-blocking process.
Mexico's east coast is sinking into the sea at the
rate of one to two inches per year.
The metal lithium floats on water.
Frank Lloyd Wright's son, John Lloyd, was the
inventor of Lincoln Logs.
At least ten million people are having a birthday today.
Dueling is legal in Uruguay, as long as both
parties are registered blood donors.
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ACROSS
1. Teupoons (abbr.)
5. Not bers
8. Tale
12. Narrative poem
13. Minenl
14. Paradise
15. Worker
16. Covered truck
17. Depression
18. Follow tnll of
20. POe up
22. Politics (abbr.)
23. Expose to SUD
24. Tall structure
27. 2,000 lbs.
28. Hit sbarply
31. HaD
32. Musical drama
34. Native ·(suf.)
35. Stop
36. Not (pref.)
37. _ _ Pyle
39. Point In law
40, Edge of garment
41. Horses' movements
43. Place for contest
46. Indication
47. Mistake
49. arcuits
51. Abraham's nickname (pl.)
52. Take to court
53. Fencing sword
54. lnbab. of ancient media

55. Seminary (abbr.)
56. Oass book

DOWN
l. Sp'tead to dry, u hay
2. Mark
3. Wharf
4. Rub with considerable
pressure
5. Small, miserable dweUing
6. Ireland, political
org. (abbr.)
7. Politician
8. Car
9. Sweetened drinks (suf.)
10. Marshes
11. Ear, Nose, Throat (abbr.)
19. Prince's crown
21. Person In charge
24. Projection
25. Eggs
26. Cyst
27. Number
28. Edge·
29. Dined
30. Eacb
33. Has
38. Egg dlsb
39. Wub lightly
40. Moslem wives
41. Mocking remarks
41. Older
44. Back of neck
45. Higbest point
46. _ _ Snead
48. Remorse
50. Put

